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Introduction  39 
The purpose of this background paper is to inform discussions at the HTAi Global Policy Forum (GPF) 40 
meeting being held in Vancouver, BC, Canada on the 26th to 28th March, 2022. The topic is “HTA 2025 41 
and Beyond: Lifecycle Approaches to Promote Engagement and Efficiency in Health Technology 42 
Assessment”. The topic was chosen and refined through engagement with the GPF membership in 2021. 43 

A major factor influencing the choice of the topic for the 2022 GPF was a recurrent theme that emerged 44 
during discussions at the February 2021 virtual GPF. The prior topic was “Considering and 45 
Communicating Uncertainty in HTA”, and while the discussions were wide ranging, a frequent 46 
suggestion for reducing and managing the inherent uncertainty in HTA processes was to consider a 47 
“lifecycle approach” with increased use of HTA processes and principles throughout the lifecycle of 48 
technologies to promote robust evidence generation and transparent communication across all 49 
stakeholders. This concept is also gaining traction internationally and “the lifecycle approach to HTA” 50 
will be the theme of the HTAi Annual Meeting in 2022, with a focus on priority setting, improving patient 51 
and public confidence in HTA activities and outputs, and fostering international collaboration, both 52 
across HTA bodies and sectors (e.g., regulators, clinical societies); see Appendix for the plenary session 53 
descriptions.  54 

While the lifecycle concept is gaining popularity within HTA circles, what it means to implement such an 55 
approach, how realistic it is to apply HTA activities to all aspects of a technology lifecycle, and what 56 
improvements might be realized by doing so remain relatively unclear.  Therefore, this paper presents 57 
an overview of key lifecycle approaches as well as important considerations for a lifecycle view.  58 
Information available in the published literature was gleaned from a structured literature review 59 
conducted in collaboration with the Institute of Health Economics (https://www.ihe.ca/). This was 60 
supplemented by the concerns identified by HTA users, producers and other stakeholders as well as 61 
those identified by GPF members, which were elicited during 10 expert informant interviews, including 62 
previous GPF Chairs, HTAi Interest Group chairs and others, conducted by the GPF Scientific Secretary, 63 
Chair, and HTAi Manager of Scientific Initiatives. We also interviewed representatives of HTA agencies 64 
from 14 countries (both members and non-members of the GPF for a global perspective on the issue); 65 
see the Acknowledgements for further details. A patient representative (Neil Bertelsen) also provided 66 
guidance and input on the development of the background paper and additional support to the HTAi 67 
project team. A survey of the current for-profit members of the GPF was conducted to determine what 68 
activities are currently undertaken or being planned in the context of stakeholder engagement and 69 
lifecycle approaches, as well as the challenges and barriers faced from an industry perspective. A total of 70 
5 responses from for-profit member organizations were received (out of a possible 18 organizations). 71 
Finally, review and further input from the HTAi GPF Organizing Committee, the wider HTAi GPF 72 
membership, and members of the HTAi Board were also considered during the development of this 73 
background paper.  74 

The main aim of the 2022 GPF will be to discuss how engagement and information-sharing between and 75 
within stakeholders throughout the HTA lifecycle can be enhanced and made more efficient. And while 76 
lifecycle considerations are certainly present during the process of conducting and deliberating on a 77 
given assessment, the greatest potential for alignment across the GPF membership is likely to be found 78 
in discussing ‘pre-assessment’ activities as well as ‘post-assessment’ monitoring. These activities do not 79 
represent two ends of a single timeline but rather two phases of a cycle which is continual/iterative and 80 

https://www.ihe.ca/
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will likely evolve over time. For example, learning from post-assessment activities may inform HTA 81 
activities and deliberations during a subsequent pre-assessment phase for a similar technology or in the 82 
same clinical field.  83 

To provide the most value from the GPF, clear next steps will need to be developed for HTA agencies, 84 
industry and other stakeholders regarding expectations in considering lifecycle approaches and how 85 
these can be best utilized for improved efficiency. The intention is that the focus of the GPF discussions 86 
remain policy-oriented, rather than at a detailed operational or methodological level. Outputs from the 87 
GPF will include a post-meeting report, a journal article, and a panel discussion at the 2022 HTAi 88 
Annual Meeting. Additional efforts may include: development of white paper(s) and position 89 
statements, as well as other actions such as the launching of a topic-focused task force, as was the 90 
case with the 2020 GPF deliberative process topic. 91 

Background   92 
The definition of Health Technology Assessment (HTA) was updated in 2020 and defines HTA as “a 93 
multidisciplinary process that uses explicit methods to determine the value of a health technology at 94 
different points in its lifecycle”. Within this, the different points in the lifecycle of a health technology 95 
are “pre-market, during market approval, post-market, through to the disinvestment” (1).  96 

HTA has been traditionally utilized as a basis for determining the clinical benefits, risks, and cost-97 
effectiveness of technologies that then inform decisions about the reimbursement of the technology 98 
within a health system. This is typically, and increasingly, conducted as close to product launch as 99 
possible (the point at which the technology receives regulatory approval). However, in taking a lifecycle 100 
view, as described in the new definition of HTA and as illustrated, for example, by Gutierrez-Ibarluzea in 101 
2017 (2), there are multiple points at which the potential benefits, risks, economic impact, patient 102 
burden, implementation issues, environment (context) and equity issues surrounding a new technology 103 
can be considered and discussed. These multiple interactions may include but not be limited to: early 104 
scientific advice and/or dialogue, early awareness (horizon scanning), HTA [for reimbursement], post-105 
HTA observation, monitoring of managed entry agreements, HTA reviews (health technology re-106 
assessment), implementation and clinical practice considerations, and disinvestment decisions (see 107 
Figure 1).  108 
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Figure 1 The life cycle of health technologies concept. Taken from ‘The Life Cycle of Health Technologies. Challenges and Ways 110 
Forward’, I. Guttierz-Ibarluzea, M. Chiumente, H. Dauben, Front. Pharmacol., 24 January 2017 | 111 
https://doi.org/10.3389/fphar.2017.0001.     *ELSOI= Ethical, Legal, Social, Organizational Issues; EA = Economic Analysis. 112 

While full lifecycle management of a technology (from pre-clinical to post-authorization and beyond) 113 
may be an intriguing idea, this may be infeasible for some HTA bodies given budgetary (funds that can 114 
be allocated to different lifecycle activities) and resourcing (deploying, hiring, and retaining individuals 115 
skilled in different lifecycle roles) constraints and may be completely outside the remit of some 116 
agencies. Whether a HTA body is applicant (submission) driven and/or whether if it can fully set its own 117 
workplan also plays a role in dictating the ability, capacity and willingness of HTA agencies to embrace 118 
the lifecycle approach. Additionally, the influence of HTA on payers is likely to be determined by a 119 
combination of policy and legislative or other mandates, administrative arrangements, and 120 
organizational structures. HTA bodies may have reporting obligations to a governance entity which may 121 
in turn determine the relevant activities, including the types of technologies to be considered, the 122 
stakeholders to include, and the opportunities to engage with them. Importantly, the role in which a 123 
HTA body plays in informing, negotiating and setting/guiding prices of technologies varies widely across 124 
the world. The links with payer entities (i.e. those bodies with ultimate decision-making authority on 125 
funding) also vary, as do the policy tools that payers employ (such as ability to negotiate and publish 126 
prices and enter into managed entry agreements [MEAs]). How HTA advice interacts with the policy 127 
tools available and is actually used within each jurisdiction is a key concept, and working more closely 128 
with payers may facilitate, influence and even expand the policy options available. The increasing use of 129 
mechanisms such as payment for performance or value-based contracting was also noted.  130 

The additional investment required to conduct lifecycle activities in HTA only makes sense if such 131 
activities ultimately make the health system more efficient and add value. Lifecycle approaches can 132 
validate early data and measure appropriateness of recommendations and technology usage, and HTA 133 
agencies can act as a neutral broker bringing the relevant parties together (payers may be considered as 134 
too finance oriented, patients may have personal biases that are perceived as conflicts, and so on). 135 

Terminology  136 
For the purposes of this paper and the GPF discussion, the following definitions and terms will be used: 137 

https://doi.org/10.3389/fphar.2017.0001
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Technology lifecycle is the term used to describe the way that a technology is developed, introduced, 138 
matures and eventually becomes obsolete. It applies to both health and non-health technologies, with 139 
the most common depiction in the form of ‘S-curves’ with 4 distinct phases: research and development; 140 
ascent (implementation); maturity (diffusion); decline (disinvestment/obsolescence):  141 

 142 

Figure 2-depiction of some key possible Technology S-curves, adapted from EuroScan (REF) 143 

While the same ‘S-curve’ pattern holds for most health technologies, two critical elements have the 144 
potential to make health technology lifecycles especially complex. First, health technologies do not exist 145 
in isolation from one another; while many technologies (particularly so for pharmaceuticals) may be 146 
developed and possibly introduced as single technologies, they are given within a treatment pathway 147 
and increasingly in combination with other existing or new technologies (e.g., multi-modal cancer 148 
therapies). This has the potential to change the shape and time scale of the curve.  For example, the 149 
maturity component of a technology can be extended if it is introduced as a monotherapy but then is 150 
given in combination with a newer technology or as an earlier line of treatment. Similarly, patient 151 
populations (and therefore the maturity phase) may be increased with the advent of a new companion 152 
diagnostic; although in this case the R&D and implementation phases may also be lengthened while the 153 
companion diagnostic test is developed and evidence generated.  This is further complicated by 154 
technologies having multiple indications; the lifecycle of the technology can be altered as additional 155 
indications receive regulatory approval.  156 

Second, the lengths of the S-curves of health technologies are not consistent and uniform. This has been 157 
noted for many years, particularly for medical devices where new versions and adaptations of devices 158 
are rapidly released; in some cases, the maturity timeline can be considerably shortened if a new device 159 
emerges before the older device has reached full diffusion (3) and technologies such as mobile Health 160 
that often develop iteratively and flexibly (4). In cases such as these, it can be challenging to determine 161 
what phase a technology is in and at what stage a new technology (rather than a new version) emerges. 162 
The advent of accelerated regulatory approvals for drugs (5)  may also shorten R&D phases within the S-163 
curves and disrupt the diffusion of other technologies more rapidly; these interdependencies between 164 
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health technologies and the challenges with accelerated approvals may increase the potential for 165 
reduced predictability and information loss. 166 

Lifecycle activities refers to HTA activities that occur along the various timepoints of a health technology 167 
lifecycle. Table 1 below contains descriptions of the most conducted types of lifecycle activities; it 168 
should be noted that for different activities, different elements of HTA may be applied. Traditionally, 169 
these types of activities have occurred somewhat in isolation from each other and also for single 170 
technologies (except perhaps in the case of development of clinical guidelines which tends to be more 171 
condition, rather than technology, specific):    172 

Table 1- Key HTA Lifecycle Activities 173 

Activity  Definition  
Early HTA  There currently is no accepted definition or framework for early HTA. However, Ijzerman et 

al. (6) suggested that it informs industry and other stakeholders about the potential value of 
new medical products in development, including methods to quantify and manage 
uncertainty; this means the role of early HTA can be extended to inform “[target] product 
profile development, research and development decisions, research decisions and 
uncertainty management” (7). 

Horizon 
scanning  

The systematic identification of health technologies that are new, emerging or becoming 
obsolete and that have the potential to effect health, health services and/or society (HTA 
Glossary) 

Early dialogue/ 
Scientific advice   

Scientific advice (or early dialogue process) is offered by regulators and/or HTA agencies to 
companies developing medicines and increasingly devices and diagnostics. In some countries 
it is conducted as a fee-for-service (8) 

Monitoring 
implementation  

Obtaining data to track the uptake of HTA recommendations within a health system, 
including reimbursement (or not) or technologies having undergone a HTA and particularly in 
the context of a managed entry agreement (which can be performance/outcome or 
financially based) (9)  

Health 
Technology 
Reassessment  

A structured, evidence-based assessment of the clinical, social, ethical, and economic effects 
of a technology, currently used in the health care system, to inform the optimal use of that 
technology in comparison with alternatives (10)   

Disinvestment 
 
 
Optimization  

The deliberate and systematic reduction of (government) funding for a health technology of 
questionable or comparatively low clinical and/or economic value (HTA Glossary)  
 
Optimization involves assessment or re-assessment of a technology, a decision on optimal 
use, and decision on implementation (11)  

 174 

Lifecycle Approach refers to the concept of developing and using technologies in a continual and 175 
iterative process. There is no universally accepted definition of the term “lifecycle approach”, some 176 
people consider the term to be synonymous or synergistic with “Health Technology Management 177 
(HTM)” (12). However, there are key differences between the perspectives (typically societal versus 178 
health facility), methods (systematic review and cost-effectiveness analysis versus project management) 179 
and criteria (clinical and cost-effectiveness versus needs analysis) of HTA compared with HTM (13). 180 
Some experts consulted in the development of this paper considered that a lifecycle approach simply 181 
means that key HTA concepts (such as comparative evidence considered in context with costs) are 182 
applied to multiple points of the technology lifecycle rather than conducting full HTA activities per se.  183 
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HTA is primarily established as a tool to help health systems determine the best use of finite health 184 
resources. Similarly, there is no capacity for HTA agencies to conduct a HTA for every technology and 185 
certainly not to conduct ‘additional’ lifecycle activities for every technology.  For the purposes of this 186 
paper, the GPF discussions and beyond, a flexible and adaptive mindset with prioritisation of activities is 187 
therefore necessary. The context for the GPF will be on how this conceptual approach can be used to 188 
increase efficiencies in the HTA process, with a focus on how information can be shared and evidence 189 
bases developed throughout the lifecycle of health technologies. Importantly it will include how 190 
stakeholders (particularly patients but also clinicians and health system stakeholders) can contribute 191 
along the way without cumbersome burden on them and their time. It is important to note that 192 
elements of a lifecycle approach already exist within the current HTA framework, where multiple 193 
submissions for the same technology (e.g., at various lines of therapy, or in combination with other 194 
technologies, or for subsequent indications, or with development of new versions in the case of devices) 195 
require translation across assessments, consideration of whether clinical practice has changed, 196 
identification of what data can be re-used, and whether the evidence base is therefore reflective of 197 
current practice. This is potentially an area for significant efficiency gains across HTA agencies.  198 

Key Issues Related to Lifecycle Approaches  199 

The Current Context  200 
Recent years have seen a rapid influx of innovative and disruptive health technologies (14). New 201 
approaches to treatment, including cellular and regenerative therapies, mRNA vaccines, genetically-202 
based tests and treatments, nanotechnology, new methods of transmitting health information (such as 203 
with digital health and machine learning) are altering everything from the regulatory landscape to the 204 
drivers of clinical practice. This has been illustrated multiple times in our pandemic setting, where rapid 205 
and emergency usage of medicines and vaccine development became almost routine, sometimes with 206 
non-clinical trial data. These advances pose unique challenges to global health care systems from a 207 
sustainable funding perspective, particularly as care is shifting more and more towards a patient-centred 208 
approach (15). With the advent of genetic profiling and more targeted technologies, health care is 209 
becoming more personalized and care is shifting from the clinical setting to home, with patients 210 
becoming increasingly empowered. This creates additional challenges in generating comparative 211 
evidence bases in a rapid timeframe.  212 

Fostering Innovation  213 
As a result of technological advances and innovations there comes a pressure to pay for the newest 214 
technologies; HTA is seen by some as a hurdle to innovation, and can sometimes lack political backing in 215 
the face of pressures from manufacturers and patient groups who want access to new technologies 216 
quickly. Adopting a lifecycle approach to HTA can be a way to facilitate faster access to promising, cost-217 
effective technologies at an earlier stage, primarily through early HTA approaches, managed entry 218 
agreements and through optimizing/disinvesting in older technologies to make funds available. Rapid 219 
access should not merely equate to the idea that positive HTA recommendations are produced in close 220 
alignment with regulatory decisions; there still remains a need for HTA to take all aspects of its remit as 221 
gatekeeper into account. Responding quickly to and being flexible in the face of technological 222 
innovations and implementing recommendations in a dynamic way can also be challenging; particularly 223 
in large organisations (such as complex health systems). Change generally doesn’t happen in a quick or 224 
uniform way and this can create pockets of inequity, where there are areas that are better resourced 225 
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and able to adapt to change more quickly; for example, in the space of digital health and wearable 226 
technologies that typically incur out-of-pocket expenses and are therefore used more by people in 227 
higher income areas. Sustainability of funding for health systems to afford innovative technologies is 228 
critical. Iterative and condition-related assessments rather than the more traditional approach of single 229 
assessments of single technologies may offer an opportunity to more fully encompass consideration of 230 
changes to the health system (for example diagnostics or new technologies that may disrupt the system) 231 
and have a more holistic view of the implementation of innovative technologies.  232 

There are a number of examples of large-scale public investments in making development of health 233 
technologies more efficient. Horizon 2020 is the largest EU Research and Innovation programme, with 234 
nearly €80 billion of funding invested (and additional private funds leveraged) dedicated to increasing 235 
the pace of life sciences development, from laboratory to market. Other examples of public-private 236 
partnerships include MIT’s NEW Drug Development ParadIGmS (NEWDIGS) program, an initiative that 237 
takes a systems approach to designing, evaluating and catalyzing important clinical advancements. With 238 
initiatives such as these and others, there is a growing traction for the concept of ‘responsible 239 
innovation in health’, which suggests that health technologies could be designed with more dynamic 240 
and reflective processes that ultimately better support health systems and are responsive to shifting 241 
health needs. This approach emphasizes the importance of inclusive design processes to gather the 242 
needs of diverse stakeholders; solutions that are responsive to system-level challenges and 243 
consideration of the level and intensity of care required for the innovation to be used safely and 244 
effectively (16). Evidence-based and systematic approaches such as this could be synergistic with 245 
developments in the early HTA space.  246 

In line with the push towards greater innovation, early HTA may have a role. Early HTA is conducted 247 
early enough in the technology lifecycle (i.e. in the pre-regulatory space) so that decisions that are made 248 
that result in changes to the development of the technology. This would be followed by (multiple) 249 
iterative HTAs to continually review the evidence being generated, with refinement of plans and 250 
subsequent recommendations. Aims of early HTA could include agreement on key endpoints, 251 
development of historical databases for comparative data, and it is increasingly forming part of a 252 
manufacturer’s ‘go/no-go’ decision making process if early HTA principles are used by manufacturers 253 
themselves. As with horizon scanning, finding the right time to engage in early HTA is key, as activities 254 
conducted too early can lead to wasted resources (as many technologies inevitably are not progressed) 255 
and with little evidence to inform decisions; too late and the full value of early HTA (i.e. the ability to 256 
change the technology and/or evidence generation plans) is lost.  257 

Accelerated Regulatory Approvals  258 
With the increased investment in innovation, there is also an increasing interest in accelerated 259 
regulatory approvals and adaptive (flexible) licensing including “rolling reviews”, mainly due to: growing 260 
patient demand for timely access to promising therapies; emerging science leading to evidence of 261 
differing effects in treatment populations; rising payer influence on product accessibility and pressure to 262 
ensure sustainability of health systems (17).   263 

There are several schemes, which (particularly in the COVID era) are designed to promote faster routes 264 
to regulatory approval. The Early Access to Medicines Scheme in the UK provides patients with life 265 
threatening or seriously debilitating conditions access to medicines that do not yet have a marketing 266 
authorization when there is a clear unmet medical need through the Medicines and Healthcare 267 
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Regulatory Agency (MHRA).  Other recent developments within the regulatory landscape are 268 
collaborations such as Project Orbis, which provides a framework for concurrent submission and review 269 
of oncology products among international partners. This may be expanded outside of oncology in the 270 
near future. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) have also introduced schemes such as EMA PRIME, 271 
which offers manufacturers early and proactive support to optimize the generation of robust data and 272 
enable accelerated assessment of medicine applications. 273 

Efforts such as these, while providing accelerated regulatory approval for certain technologies, create 274 
potential issues for the HTA community. Faster regulatory approval typically means lower-quality 275 
evidence (that is smaller sample sizes, shorter follow up, use of surrogate outcomes, and other 276 
concerns) and inevitably increased input uncertainty for HTA agencies. In addition to this, the number of 277 
novel active substances receiving regulatory approval increases every year, adding to the workload for 278 
regulatory and HTA agencies. CADTH and Health Canada are exploring agile licensing approaches 279 
designed to be more flexible, particularly in the face of future drug developments. There are arguments 280 
for closer alignment between regulatory and HTA agencies, though some are concerned that closer 281 
alignment could result in a dilution of the purpose of HTA as compared with regulatory authorities, or 282 
that HTA will be seen as a barrier to access (see Figure 3).     283 

 284 

Figure 3-Layers of questions in healthcare; taken from WHO report (18) 285 

Literature Review Results 286 
Despite the current proliferation of the term and others, lifecycle activities are not a new concept and 287 
HTA has always been adapted and applied to other points of the technology lifecycle to aid decision 288 
making. In 1990, Banta and Thacker argued that “assessment of health care technologies should be an 289 
iterative process” (19), and Mowatt et al concluded that that HTA should be conducted early in the 290 
technology lifecycle and then repeated throughout (20). The results of our literature review highlighted 291 
limitations of the literature pertaining to the lifecycle approach. The literature review found a total of 292 
218 articles, but only 55 discussed concepts and aspects related to lifecycle approaches rather than 293 
individual lifecycle activities.  294 

Much of the literature that does exist on holistic lifecycle approaches pertains to medical devices, likely 295 
due to the issues germane to this area such as device-user interaction, incremental (and rapid) nature of 296 
innovation, and the broader organisational impact that is possible with devices (21). The MedtecHTA 297 
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collaboration recently recommended that aligning regulatory processes, harmonising HTA evaluation 298 
frameworks, and processes for conditional coverage with further evidence generation should be 299 
undertaken (22).  While the literature is mainly device-focused, a PhD dissertation on “HTA throughout 300 
the Drug Lifecycle” was recently published (23). In the thesis, three key messages are summarised with 301 
accompanying policy and research recommendations (see Table 2 below). 302 

Table 2- Key Messages by Vreman on Drug Lifecycles 303 

Key Message  Policy recommendations  Research recommendations 
Evidence 
inevitably 
comes with 
uncertainty  

-HTA agencies should actively steer 
evidence development  
-Stakeholders should think prospectively 
about evidence requirements and be 
explicit about the evidence and evaluation 

-Evidence generation and reimbursement 
decisions should be analyzed  
-Regulatory and HTA agencies can facilitate 
evidence generation and drug and policy 
development so that stakeholders are prepared.  

What one 
stakeholder 
does has an 
effect on 
others  

-Stakeholders should be aware of the 
policies of others and should consider how 
new policies will be perceived 
-Regulatory and HTA alignments should 
continue and regional coalitions of 
countries should be encouraged 
-Stakeholders should systematically publish 
their assessment reports. 
-HTA agencies could consider if a full HTA is 
needed where the regulatory evaluation is 
similar (orphan drugs first) 

-Areas for closer coordination on stakeholder 
assessments should be identified. Appropriate 
involvement of manufacturers and patients in 
these processes needs further research 
-The effects of new policies (including 
international coherence) should be monitored  
-Research on HTA recommendations can benefit 
from international good practice guidelines and 
from the development of methods to 
automatically extract data from  
stakeholder reports. 

Timing is 
crucial  

National HTA agencies should develop a 
process that informs which lifecycle 
activities for which drugs are worthwhile; 
including developing a cyclic approach to 
(re)assessments and conditions for early 
advice and HTA. These processes can be 
developed nationally but aligned 
internationally. 

The methods and models for HTA throughout 
the drug lifecycle should be further developed. 
Particularly, how (cost-)effectiveness models 
can accommodate the integration of a changing 
extent of uncertainty in pricing and 
reimbursement decision-making throughout the 
drug lifecycle, and how they can be embedded 
in existing and future policy structures. 

Current Lifecycle Activities within HTA 304 
It is important to reflect on what lifecycle activities are being conducted by various HTA agencies across 305 
the world, what benefits are being realized, and where the major challenges lie. We interviewed 306 
representatives from 17 HTA agencies from 14 countries and supplemented these with website reviews. 307 
The HTA agencies were selected from the GPF membership with additional agencies for a global 308 
perspective.  309 

All of the agencies were conducting at least some lifecycle activities in addition to HTA for 310 
reimbursement recommendations. Most of these activities were in the “pre-assessment” phase with 311 
most agencies undertaking, and manufacturers involved in, horizon scanning and scientific advice 312 
(increasingly with regulatory authorities present). There was less consensus around the “post-313 
assessment” phases, with variable approaches to post-decision monitoring and health technology 314 
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reassessment (HTR). Many agencies have moved from routine reassessment to only considering HTR if 315 
there are significant changes to the evidence base expected; however, some agencies do consolidate 316 
multiple HTAs across disease areas into clinical guidelines (and update recommendations where 317 
necessary). None of the agencies are now routinely conducting active and explicit disinvestment 318 
activities. There are some historical examples of disinvestment reviews (for example the Medicare 319 
Benefits Schedule review in Australia) or some HTR resulting in “do not do” recommendations.  320 

The sections below are organized by pre- and post-assessment lifecycle activities, and highlight the 321 
major opportunities and challenges associated with each.  In addition, a detailed table outlining current 322 
lifecycle activities is included in the Appendix. 323 

“Pre-Assessment” phases 324 
Early HTA Early HTA has yet to be widely accepted as a cost-effective use of HTA resources, and is not 325 
routinely conducted by the HTA agencies interviewed. This may be in part due to HTA not having a 326 
strong mandate in some countries (and therefore the incentive for manufacturers to participate is low) 327 
coupled with resourcing constraints and a lack of a sustainable payment model. To date, the potential of 328 
early HTA has been evaluated using retrospective case studies (i.e. what value could early HTA have 329 
brought) (7). Industry members reported, however, that the principles of early HTA are used with 330 
increasing frequency for internal company decision-making on technology development and clinical trial 331 
design.   332 

For early HTA to be successful, teams conducting early HTA need experience in HTA (for example with 333 
reimbursement recommendations) to understand the nuances of the system and should work with a 334 
wide range of relevant stakeholders. Early HTA could also incorporate value of information analyses to 335 
guide the future research. According to a paper by Wang et al (7), there are three main benefits of 336 
conducting early HTA:  337 

1. Financial – can eliminate technologies from the development process at an early stage. This can 338 
save the manufacturer money in development costs (although the cost to the HTA body was 339 
noted) 340 

2. Time – facilitates the HTA process overall and accelerates HTA for reimbursement (e.g. COVID 341 
vaccines), shortening the overall technology development timeframe 342 

3. Targets - can help identify a more targeted (clinically and cost-effective) population that the 343 
technology is appropriate for. Starting in one population and working through HTAs, possibly 344 
with additional trials to find the most appropriate target population, can take a long time and 345 
cost a lot of money to manufacturers and the health system more broadly.  346 

There are also some examples of a “co-creation” approach in the hospital setting, where clinicians work 347 
with a technology developer and/or an academic or research institute to progress an initial idea. HTA 348 
methods and concepts (not necessarily undertaken by HTA agencies but other health system 349 
stakeholders) can be a useful tool to assess the adequacy and feasibility of these initial ideas. The value 350 
to patients and clinicians in participating needs to be carefully considered (24).  For example, the Idea, 351 
Development, Exploration, Assessment, Long-term study (IDEAL) framework aims to better understand 352 
the data steps necessary to bring an idea from routine practice to further marketing, approval and 353 
monitoring (25), (26). The VALIDATE-EU program (VALIDATE – VALIDATE project website 354 
(validatehta.eu)) also outlines some of the issues and could be applied to earlier stages with shaping 355 

https://validatehta.eu/
https://validatehta.eu/
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through iterative assessments. As noted at the 2021 GPF, greater exploration of resolvable and 356 
unresolvable uncertainties at an earlier stage in the lifecycle may be beneficial, in particular for 357 
technologies for rare diseases. This could result in alternative HTA processes or timelines for assessment 358 
being triggered.  A systematic pilot study to assess the true benefits of conducting early HTA may 359 
happen in Singapore in the near future with a tool for scoring candidates for early HTA (for example, 360 
precision medicines are likely to be a good target for such a process). If successful, this approach, 361 
learnings and even possibly information could be shared across countries; is early HTA an area worthy 362 
of active exploration and development, or would it have matured already if there were value in HTA 363 
agencies being involved in the approach? What is the value for stakeholders such as clinicians and 364 
patients to be involved in such an early stage and how can any conflicts of interest be managed? If 365 
conducted, what is the best resourcing model for early HTA?  366 

Horizon Scanning  367 
Most of the agencies interviewed conduct horizon scanning either by themselves or as part of an 368 
international consortium. One of the major concerns pertaining to horizon scanning, and indeed to all 369 
lifecycle activities, is that of timing. Determining how early in the technology lifecycle horizon scanning 370 
can add value is a contentious topic (27). Too early may mean potentially wasted resources, reviewing 371 
evidence on technologies that will not come to market or may have completely different treatment 372 
paradigms by the time they are launched. Too late, and the value of horizon scanning is unlikely to be 373 
maximised. Typically, the agencies interviewed that are conducting horizon scanning are doing so up to 374 
two years prior to product launch and for internal work planning. Some countries also have health 375 
boards that conduct horizon scanning mainly for financial planning/budgeting purposes. 376 

During interviews, it was raised that horizon scanning could perhaps add more value to the HTA process 377 
if it were used to flag where resolvable or unresolvable uncertainties may lie; for example, identifying 378 
where technologies are likely to come to market with weak evidence bases but with large patient 379 
demand, (28). In these situations, linking the horizon scanning with early scientific advice activities could 380 
result in more proactive outputs such as collection of historical data, with patient relevant outcomes, 381 
that could help develop a true baseline understanding of standard of care before the technologies start 382 
to be introduced and diffuse into the health system. Once technologies are available within a health 383 
system, it may be unethical to withhold them, and for disease-modifying technologies this can result in 384 
particular challenges in determining their comparative effectiveness to standard of care. HTA agencies 385 
may even be able to prepare for the subsequent evidence submission by determining the most 386 
appropriate methodologies in advance. Linking horizon scanning through to the post-HTA space can also 387 
result in better system preparedness with logistical issues identified ahead of time (such as being able to 388 
prepare for a new technology that requires a PET scan for diagnosing the condition).  389 

The argument as to whether horizon scanning could be done in a more proactive manner is also 390 
longstanding (i.e. rather than simply critiquing what is provided, can HTA methods or concepts be used 391 
or promoted to better identify clinical unmet need across disease areas and drive research and 392 
development of new technologies)? It can be challenging to find patients and clinicians at a very early 393 
stage of technology development that are not perceived to have conflicts of interest (through early 394 
experience of the technology and potentially close links with the technology manufacturer). The 395 
boundary between horizon scanning and early HTA (and even early scientific advice) can also become 396 
blurred, with some arguing that this flexible and open approach can be beneficial to all stakeholders 397 
(although potentially time and resource consuming). What is the ongoing value of horizon scanning; 398 
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can it be used as more than a work planning tool for HTA agencies; how can it be made more 399 
proactive and effective in readying the health system for disruptive change?  Can more common 400 
criteria be developed globally, including both HTA agencies and technology manufacturers and others, 401 
to identify which technologies should be prioritized for HTA?  402 

 403 

Scientific Advice 404 
An area of significant development in recent years is that of informal early dialogues and formal 405 
scientific advice, both directly between HTA agencies and technology manufacturers but also 406 
increasingly with regulatory authorities in attendance. Most of the agencies interviewed are conducting 407 
some form of early advice; a “bottleneck” of demand for scientific advice compared with supply was 408 
noted during interviews and in survey responses; similarly, industry responses noted challenges in 409 
identifying the right time for seeking scientific advice to ensure that the advice is early enough in 410 
product development but at a mature enough stage that the product shows sufficient potential. 411 
Collaboration on scientific advice between agencies is also underway; CADTH and NICE began offering 412 
parallel advice in early 2019. CADTH is undertaking further exploration on how it could build on its 413 
established processes to inform RWE generation, particularly for conditions where there are likely to be 414 
greater uncertainties. 415 

Another very recent example is the Innovative Licensing and Access Pathway (ILAP) in the UK that is a 416 
collaborative effort between NICE, the Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC), All Wales Therapeutics 417 
and Toxicology Centre, and the MHRA with support from the National Health Service and National 418 
Institute for Health Research. It aims to “accelerate the time to market, facilitating patient access to 419 
medicines” with a Steering Group and patient representatives designating “Innovation Passports” 420 
according to the criteria in Table 3.  421 

Table 3 - Criteria for ILAP eligibility 422 

Criteria 1 -The condition is life-threatening or seriously debilitating  
-There is significant patient or public health need  

Criteria 2 -An ATMP or new chemical, biological entity or drug combination  
-Clinically significant new indication for an approved medicine  
-Medicines for rare disease and/or other special populations such as neonates and 
children, elderly and pregnant women  
-Development aligning with the objectives for UK public health priorities  

Criteria 3 -The medicinal product has the potential to offer benefits to patients  
 423 

For those who meet the criteria, a Target Development Profile is developed based on the product’s 424 
characteristics that will define key regulatory and development features, identify potential pitfalls and 425 
create a road map for delivering early patient access. The program will also include access to a toolkit 426 
for applicants (technology manufacturers) to support all stages of the design, development and 427 
approvals.  428 

The intention of ILAP is to provide safe, early and financially sustainable patient access to important 429 
treatments. While the program is still in its relative infancy, there is a lot of inter-agency support within 430 
the UK for it. Establishing such a program is resource intensive (particularly in developing the toolkits 431 
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and meeting with technology manufacturers) but the hope is that the workload and the ability to staff 432 
teams appropriately will become more manageable with a cost-recovery model proposed. Interest in 433 
the program has reportedly been high so far with genuine collaboration and commitment from all 434 
stakeholders to date. It is not envisaged that ILAP would remove the need for scientific advice directly 435 
between the HTA body and manufacturer at a later timepoint (closer to product launch). While there is 436 
no formal mechanism envisioned for allowing the flow of information from ILAP to the relevant HTA 437 
deliberative committees, the hope is that the program will result in “better” HTA submissions, meaning 438 
fewer unanswered questions for the appraisal committees with reduced uncertainty about the clinical 439 
and cost-effectiveness of the technology in that setting. The Innovative Devices Access Program (IDAP) 440 
for medical devices takes a similar approach, and is currently being developed in partnership by HTA 441 
bodies across the UK and the MHRA.  442 

There is also closer collaboration between HTA agencies and regulators globally, for example ADAPT-443 
SMART, a multi-stakeholder consortium that aims to prospectively plan medicine development with 444 
multi-stakeholder dialogue (including HTA agencies) (29). While the benefits of this include greater 445 
alignment on study endpoints, including patient relevant outcomes, there is a perceived risk that the 446 
role of HTA may be tempered with a desire for faster access to all new technologies.  447 

The process of restricting information flow between the teams providing early scientific advice and the 448 
teams conducting the HTA, for example with “firewalls” (that is, deliberate restriction of the flow of 449 
information pertaining to scientific advice between advice and assessment teams) was highlighted by 450 
most HTA agencies that currently conduct scientific advice. Concerns around confidentiality of 451 
technologies in the pre-competitive environment (with commercially sensitive data) have had a chilling 452 
effect on the sharing of input, knowledge, advice or recommendations across and between HTA 453 
agencies. These firewalls often extend to keeping the very fact that a manufacturer has engaged in an 454 
early advice process confidential from the HTA stakeholders (for example the appraisal committee, 455 
within and across HTA agencies). In most systems, there is no way to know what advice was provided 456 
and whether the manufacturer acted upon the advice, and why they did or did not choose to do so. It 457 
was noted, however, that scientific advice itself does “belong” to the manufacturer and there is nothing 458 
to stop the manufacturer from sharing the advice internally and learning from the advice provided. 459 
However, it is important to consider that from the manufacturer perspective, there are multiple 460 
competing country markets and a global evidence package cannot be finely tailored to suit each one; 461 
because of this, not all advice from each country can be taken on board. The upcoming EU HTA 462 
Regulation (see Collaboration section) and the joint scientific consultation that will be undertaken may 463 
go some way to addressing this issue.  464 

The level of confidentiality that currently exists around many early advice processes also means that 465 
patients and clinicians (if they are involved at this early stage) do not know how their input was used 466 
and what value they added to the process; this can be disincentivising and can also result in duplication 467 
where the same questions may be asked multiple times. Are there specific (non-commercially sensitive) 468 
aspects that are discussed in early dialogue that could be shared both within a HTA body and across 469 
jurisdictions (like an ‘FAQ’ for disease areas)? Could patient input be shared within and across 470 
jurisdictions?  Would greater transparency in whether advice results in changes to clinical 471 
development plans allow HTA agencies to better evaluate the value of providing it?  472 
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“Post-Assessment” Phases  473 

Monitoring Implementation (including Managed Entry Agreements and Dynamic Pricing) 474 
After recommendations have been made on the use and efficacy of a technology in a health system, 475 
monitoring the usage and effectiveness in practice is one activity some agencies undertake (with some 476 
countries undertaking this activity but through different divisions or organisations). Risk sharing 477 
agreements (RSA) or managed entry agreements (MEA) are becoming more commonplace, particularly 478 
as regulatory approvals are being accelerated across a spectrum of drugs and devices, with consequent 479 
reductions in the amount of evidence available at initial assessment and uncertainties in budget impact 480 
(30), (31).  481 

In theory, such an approach could be factored into a dynamic pricing model; this would allow for both 482 
fluctuation in prices from external forces (e.g., pharmaceuticals lose exclusivity and reduce in price and 483 
medical device prices naturally fluctuate over time (21)) as well as price increases or decreases  resulting 484 
from updated estimates of clinical benefit and safety as new evidence emerges.  Research indicates that 485 
using the expected lifetime prices of technologies within a HTA (that is, incorporating lower costs of 486 
drugs when they lose market exclusivity) may reduce cost-effectiveness estimates (i.e., make them more 487 
favorable) compared with using a static costs (32). Some of the manufacturers who were consulted in 488 
the development of this paper highlighted the importance of such an approach to account for the fact 489 
that the price at launch is likely the highest price that the technology could demand, even if new 490 
indications are added. Using dynamic pricing is more common for HTA of medical devices, and Daubner-491 
Bendes et al recommended that average expected payments rather than actual costs should be used for 492 
medical device HTAs (33). Factors such as the timing of the comparator’s loss of exclusivity, whether 493 
patent extension strategies will be attempted, and other factors such as MEAs (that may include 494 
outcome-based agreements) could be taken into account if contemplating dynamic pricing (34). This is 495 
also controversial, as some feel that the savings that accrue from genericization (90% of prescriptions 496 
filed in the US are for generic drugs, but this makes up only 23% of the total costs) represent society’s 497 
“surplus” rather than industry’s (35). In addition, a recent report by IQVIA published in October 2021 498 
suggests that the majority of countries are converging to a position where they spend approximately 499 
15% of their total health budget on pharmaceuticals, indicating the impact of biosimilars, generics and 500 
reference pricing is in effect (36). Regarding MEA implementation however, the administrative burden 501 
on collecting data and monitoring uptake to inform the conditions that may accompany an MEA are 502 
such that changes to the usage or pricing of a technology are the exception rather than the rule (37). 503 
Some agencies argue that the maximal value may lie in more appropriately directing the use of 504 
technology initially (either through restricting access or finding a cost-effective population subgroup) 505 
rather than investing heavily in pricing negotiations and overly complex MEAs. A new concept gaining 506 
some traction is whether a new technology could be introduced with a “certainty bonus” or “uncertainty 507 
discount” according to the robustness of the evidence base; this was also highlighted at the 2021 GPF. 508 

One recent example dynamic pricing in action is with the real-world monitoring of immunotherapies for 509 
cancer in Taiwan. Two pathways were announced for high-cost medicines; MEAs or a set of general rules 510 
for reimbursement submissions that allows an access period for patients while real-world data (RWD) 511 
are collected. Through this latter pathway, the list price was paid for 3 immunotherapies (atezolizumab, 512 
pembrolizumab and nivolumab covering 8 diseases/10 indications) and data on progression free and 513 
overall survival was collected through a patient registry that was established (38). The prices are now 514 
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being negotiated based on the comparison of real-world to clinical trial results, with significant price 515 
reductions possible.  516 

Some formalised systems do exist for post-assessment monitoring, such as the Cancer Drugs Fund in the 517 
UK and the soon to be launched Innovative Medicines Fund (IMF) for non-cancer drugs. The IMF will be 518 
a fixed budget that will aim to allow for additional studies/data generation to resolve clinical uncertainty 519 
in a relatively short timeframe. Given the criteria for ILAP (see Table 3), it is conceivable that this will be 520 
a route that many ILAP technologies end up taking. Other countries, such as Germany (with its “testing 521 
trials” for medical devices) and, in the interviews, it was reported that the Netherlands and South Korea 522 
are establishing systems where public funds can be used to set up registries, studies or trials for certain 523 
technologies that require ongoing monitoring and additional evidence generation following a HTA. Many 524 
HTA agencies also reported closer working relationships with (academic) research institutes; providing 525 
more direct links for answering research questions that arise during HTA to institutes that may be able 526 
to answer them in a non-conflicted way. Challenges however with defining clinical outcomes and 527 
aligning the differing remits, perspectives and funding models for academic institutes remain to ensure 528 
that the questions that payers and health systems need answering are explored.  529 

One example of HTA agencies becoming more involved in this space is the Post-Market Drug Evaluation 530 
(PMDE) Program that CADTH will launch in September 2022. The program will build upon the previous 531 
Drug Safety and Effectiveness Network (DSEN) program and leverage CADTH’s knowledge of the 532 
pharmaceutical life cycle and relationships with federal, provincial and territorial decision-makers. The 533 
PMDE program will establish a network of Canada’s expert applied researchers, methodologists, and 534 
data analysts to deliver credible and timely evidence to meet the post-market drug safety and 535 
effectiveness needs of Canada’s decision-makers. Finally, consideration is being given to whether MEAs 536 
can be discussed much earlier in the HTA process (for example during an early dialogue phase) to “ready 537 
the system” and ensure that studies are planned well ahead of time rather than designed hastily at the 538 
post-HTA pricing/negotiation stage. If earlier MEA negotiation could be incorporated into HTA 539 
discussions and recommendations, it could enable more feasible MEAs, potentially reducing the time to 540 
patient access. Pricing has not historically changed based on post-HTA assessment activities; however, 541 
are there learnings or considerations (such as with the Taiwanese immunotherapy example) that 542 
could still be developed and shared across these settings? Could the details of data collection within 543 
an MEA (rather than the pricing itself) be disclosed and discussed earlier to aid global collaboration 544 
and data sharing?  545 

Health Technology Reassessment 546 
There is currently little consistency globally with respect to the use and timing of HTR. Some countries 547 
conduct formal HTR at set time points (although this seems to be less common) and an increasing 548 
number conduct HTR if ‘triggered’ either proactively through forecasting and monitoring of treatment 549 
paradigms or reactively through experience or events (39). Flexibility in the approach to HTR with clearly 550 
defined objectives was mentioned during the interviews as being a critical component. For example, 551 
HTR might be relevant in the case of new comparators, changes to the treatment landscape (for 552 
example a new combination) or move from use of technology as a second line treatment to primarily a 553 
first line treatment, through to changes in treatment duration and emerging knowledge about adverse 554 
effects. Questions about how the technology is used in practice (and by whom) compared with what 555 
was expected in the HTA is critical for HTR and as such administrative data and pricing information are 556 
often needed (40). From the responses gathered through interviews, most HTR occurs when a significant 557 
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change; particularly a broadening of the patient population is expected. The possibility of using HTR as a 558 
mechanism to also conduct quality improvement for HTA agencies themselves was also raised; that is, 559 
using HTRs as a way of reflecting on the HTA processes and methods that were used to determine if 560 
anything could have been conducted more effectively and efficiently.   561 

As mentioned, HTR of individual technologies becomes complex and intertwined (for example in 562 
oncology there are multiple lines of individual and combination therapies, surgical and other 563 
approaches) and as noted in previous GPF conclusions, development of clinical guidelines covering 564 
treatment pathways with broader disease lenses may be more practical than HTR of individual 565 
technologies. These clinical guidelines could be developed as “living” documents that promote the 566 
concept of a learning healthcare system informing the appropriateness, affordability and accountability 567 
of health technologies. Methodological advances in disease modelling, as well as approaches to 568 
combining randomised controlled trial (RCT) information and RWD are also happening in parallel; for 569 
example, the online Covid-NMA initiative between the World Health Organization and Cochrane 570 
(https://covid-nma.com) that is an open, real-time, centralized curation of clinical data, combining 571 
international data from RCTs with RWD. Additionally, techniques such as value of information analyses 572 
(currently used to inform where more research could be of value following an initial HTA) could 573 
theoretically be used to direct where a HTR or additional research would be warranted. To date, 574 
however, no agencies have reported using this type of analysis in this way.   575 

Given that there is little consensus about the concept of HTR, there is unsurprisingly no agreement on 576 
how frequently HTR should be conducted. In some countries (such as Italy), technologies can be 577 
reviewed multiple times over their lifecycle until the HTA body and/or the manufacturer request that it 578 
be removed from future HTRs. There currently is little clarity on the point at which the value of a 579 
technology has stabilized such that a HTR would not be warranted. Theoretically, HTR could be possible 580 
until a technology becomes either passively or actively disinvested from a health service. Given the 581 
resources required to conduct HTR, can more be done to collaborate with other jurisdictions to share 582 
data, learnings and findings about technology use in practice? Can HTR be better linked with initial 583 
HTAs in the same clinical area (perhaps in different countries)?  584 

Disinvestment/Optimization  585 
None of the agencies interviewed routinely conduct active disinvestment activities, with negative 586 
connotations highlighted and concerns around the language often employed such as cost savings and 587 
withdrawal of services. There are some countries (such as Malaysia) are considering exploring it in the 588 
future and there are some historical examples of disinvestment activities (41), (42). Some agencies, by 589 
law, cannot conduct active disinvestment (for example in Germany, direct evidence of harm is required 590 
to disinvest in a technology, which would be unethical to obtain in a randomized way if harm is 591 
suspected). Most agencies instead refer to the “optimization” of existing technologies (restricted use to 592 
a very targeted subgroup of the candidate patient population) without removing the technology from 593 
the health system completely. All agencies agreed, however, that in any HTR or possible disinvestment 594 
activities, involving key stakeholders (such as patients, clinicians and payers) was critical and some 595 
industry responses suggested that optimization of technologies and redundancy of older technologies 596 
happens naturally in clinical practice, as evidence and clinical guidelines emerge. It was noted that early 597 
access is freely discussed and encouraged but there is very little discussion around early or managed 598 
exits of technologies from health systems. Entry evidence requirements seem to be reducing but the bar 599 
for exit from the market continues to be set higher, with it seemingly almost impossible to actively 600 
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disinvest in some countries due to public resistance or legal restraints. There of course will be natural 601 
attrition from older technologies as new technologies are brought to market, and there are some 602 
national initiatives looking at appropriate care and reducing harms and variation in practice. However 603 
there appears to be little formalization, standardization and monitoring of this end of the technology 604 
lifecycle at present.  605 

The conundrum of paying for more innovative and increasingly expensive new technologies without 606 
active disinvestment was highlighted.  This is a particularly acute “pain point” for the payers within a 607 
healthcare system who have to balance the needs of patients wanting the “best” new technologies 608 
coupled with access to all possible choices of treatment. There are a range of examples of mechanisms 609 
to effect disinvestment in cost-ineffective technologies from health-related fields (although not 610 
specifically HTA). Organizations such as the Lown Institute in the United States publish reports on the 611 
most cost-efficient hospitals in America (https://lowninstitute.org/), and the international ‘Choosing 612 
Wisely’ initiative aims to identify low value care and facilitate open conversations between patients and 613 
their doctors. Implementation is challenging, however, and alignment with HTA recommendations and 614 
clinical guidelines is variable.  615 

One promising avenue for HTA comes from Knowledge translation (KT), an evolving field that is defined 616 
as a dynamic and iterative process that includes the synthesis, dissemination, exchange and ethically-617 
sound application of knowledge to improve population health, bridging the gap between “what we 618 
should be doing” and “what we are actually doing” (13). It has been suggested that KT frameworks could 619 
also provide guidance to improve the uptake of evidence-informed policies and recommendations 620 
resulting from the process of HTR (43). The role of HTA agencies in this space is also a key question; 621 
where does the remit of HTA agencies end and that of the health system begin? In resource-622 
constrained environments is active disinvestment by HTA agencies possible or is passive disinvestment 623 
and reduced pricing sufficient to make funding available for new technologies?   624 

Key Related Themes Discussed by the GPF  625 
Many previous HTAi GPF meetings have discussed elements of lifecycle activities and approaches. 626 
Reviewing the previous conclusions (see Table 5 of the Appendix), supplemented with the literature 627 
review and stakeholder interviews, the following key themes have been identified: collaboration; data 628 
generation; frameworks/criteria; resourcing; stakeholder engagement; transparency/predictability. 629 
While each of these key issues are highlighted in turn below, it is acknowledged that the themes should 630 
not be considered as “stand alone” issues but in relation to each other during meeting discussions.   631 

Collaboration  632 
Collaboration can be considered in multiple ways, such as within and between HTA agencies and 633 
between HTA agencies and other health system stakeholders (including but not limited to regulators, 634 
patients, clinicians, payers, manufacturers, policy and health systems). Criticisms of collaborations are 635 
that they can be slow and ineffective, however there are several international multi-stakeholder 636 
initiatives that have recently launched.  637 

One of the most important to note is the EU HTA Regulation, which follows the initial voluntary 638 
EuNetHTA initiative. Announced in 2018, with the text finalized in December 2021, the Regulation will 639 
apply a centralized HTA process from January 2025. Pharmaceuticals for oncology and ATMPs will be 640 
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brought in first with non-pharmaceuticals through a topic selection process initially. The following 641 
activities will eventually be conducted:   642 

1. Mapping on emerging health technologies  643 
2. Scientific consultations on the development of new products  644 
3. Joint clinical assessments (pharmaceuticals and medical devices)  645 
4. Voluntary contribution on non-clinical topics (e.g. economical, ethical, organisational aspects)  646 

Alignment in the post-assessment space is less clear. However, it is expected that any country will be 647 
able to trigger a HTR. Examples of collaboration between other countries outside of the EU (such as 648 
between HTA agencies in Australia, the UK and Canada) are also becoming more common.   649 

While there is a push for greater sharing across jurisdictions (for example on lessons learnt, processes, 650 
and clinical data), this is difficult with resource constrained organizations, and also problematic when 651 
the remits and decision-making processes as well as treatment paradigms differ across countries. 652 
Confidentiality is also a major potential barrier to collaboration, although development of codes of 653 
ethics and memorandums of understanding between jurisdictions are becoming more commonplace.  654 

One possible area for collaboration could be around whether there can be better sharing of data/issues 655 
across countries that have staggered access/introduction of technologies. Greater collaboration in this 656 
space could enable jurisdictions to see effects of change within treatment landscapes (for example 657 
observing where first line treatment has shifted in one country) or where post-marketing monitoring in 658 
one country could help provide data to inform horizon scanning/early HTA in another country.  659 

Data Generation  660 
Lifecycle approaches, by their nature, require continuous data generation. Therefore, how data are 661 
collected is a key consideration. There have been well documented efforts to standardize outcomes 662 
(such as the development of core outcome sets for specific conditions and the subsequent Core 663 
Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials, COMET Initiative that brings together people interested in 664 
such development). The overarching intention of producing core outcome sets is to make it easier for 665 
studies to be compared, contrasted and combined as appropriate; and this is typically done 666 
prospectively (with defining common outcomes more challenging after evidence generation has 667 
commenced). This is particularly pertinent in the case of rare diseases, where evidence generation is 668 
challenging and combining data from multiple sources may be necessary and indeed beneficial. 669 
Methodological developments are also continually evolving, which can enable exploration of new 670 
approaches; such as the use of external control arms in a rigorous way (44). Evidence generation for 671 
emerging innovations in health care will be a priority topic for the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research 672 
Institute, for example (PCORI, personal communication).    673 

The ethical context of what can be reasonably expected from patients once a technology becomes 674 
available within a healthcare setting (rather than in the context of clinical trial only) is important to 675 
consider (45). Once a technology becomes available/reimbursed in a health system, then enrolling 676 
patients into a clinical trial to receive the technology (which will necessitate multiple follow up 677 
timepoints with sampling and so on) becomes more challenging. This will most likely result in the use of 678 
observational studies, administrative data and registries as the main sources for obtaining data for HTR. 679 
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The use of RWD and RWE in HTA is also increasing generally (46) and as discussed in detail at the 2019 680 
GPF on RWD and RWE (47), there is still ongoing debate about the use and appropriateness of RWD and 681 
RWE for decision making (48). Considering what the right research question is and whether there are 682 
opportunities for greater cross-country collaboration is important. Additionally, the role of digital health 683 
to gather data (perhaps in a way that will be less cumbersome for patients) is being explored, alongside 684 
the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence to gather and analyse data. Consideration of 685 
information tracked in these datasets is critical, as they may not have been designed to capture patient-686 
centric outcomes.  Separate capture of patient-reported outcomes will therefore grow in importance 687 
(49), (50).  688 

Good data systems that enable data linkage across health systems are needed to facilitate lifecycle 689 
approaches. There are increasing numbers of countries where good registry and public health datasets 690 
exist (for example Canada and Israel were highlighted). Development of data lakes (huge storage 691 
repositories that can rapidly ingest large amounts of raw data) during the pandemic may have ongoing 692 
benefits if data are still collected, the systems and stakeholders (including patients) become used to the 693 
concept and better mechanisms for sharing data across stakeholders within and between jurisdictions 694 
are further developed. Privacy issues and access to data and data sharing however are likely to remain 695 
challenges in the context of lifecycle approaches.   696 

Frameworks 697 
Development of specific frameworks or criteria may be useful and could help facilitate and streamline 698 
the use of lifecycle approaches. For example, discussion around the following areas may have merit:  699 

- acceptable evidence standards for HTA  700 
- incorporation of patient and other stakeholder views and data  701 
- formalised approaches to the use of RWE and disease models  702 
- criteria for MEA implementation and monitoring 703 
- understanding the pace of technology adoption  704 
- triggers for HTR 705 

As an example, the Green Park and CMTP Initiative on Alzheimer’s disease (51) set some standards 706 
around what was acceptable and what the evidence requirements for HTA were; the major barriers to 707 
implementation of the standards were the data systems and lack of administrative capacity to support 708 
the recommendations; for example, around data collection on healthcare utilization and care partner 709 
outcomes (see case study in the Appendix). Non-profit organizations, independent of industry and HTA 710 
agencies may still play a major role in data sharing and development of frameworks.  711 

Resourcing  712 
Many HTA agencies face resourcing constraints not only in budgets but also through staff shortages and 713 
skills gaps, noting that different skills may be required to undertake activities at different stages of the 714 
lifecycle. In the post-COVID era, many HTA agencies are facing even more budget cuts and efficiency is 715 
critical. Conducting ‘additional’ activities is resource intensive and careful consideration should be given 716 
to whether these activities can be prioritized (for example, can they be focused on particularly 717 
innovative technologies or new methods of action?) During the interviews it was made clear that the 718 
HTA agencies do not want to do continuous evaluations of the same technologies at the detriment to 719 
assessing innovative technologies.  720 
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One option for resourcing lifecycle activities in a sustainable way is through a cost recovery model; 721 
whereby typically the manufacturer pays to cover the costs of staffing the activity. While this is in place 722 
across some agencies for some activities, others expressed concerns at the perceived or actual conflicts 723 
of interest that such a funding model could create. Other options suggested included greater 724 
collaboration and sharing of data and economic models, even “crowdsourcing” the ability to review the 725 
changes to cost-effectiveness estimates as data are generated (ICER communication). A new initiative 726 
called the Assess Project (The ASSESS Project) launching mid-2022 will take a similar approach with “an 727 
online, decentralized early HTA ecosystem powered by the token economy”. Moving to more active 728 
disinvestment to ensure money is available for newer innovative technologies but also to pay for the 729 
lifecycle activities to support their introduction to health systems could also be theoretically possible. It 730 
was highlighted that during the COVID pandemic, teams had to “pivot” and rapidly produce evidence 731 
syntheses and HTA reports; are there lessons of efficiency related to resourcing that could be gleaned 732 
from this and transferred into “business as usual” as we transition to a post pandemic normal?  733 

Stakeholder Engagement 734 
Stakeholder engagement should be diverse and conducted early and iteratively (52), (53). However, 735 
alongside this is a need to reduce the burden on patients and other stakeholders to ensure that 736 
stakeholder input is structured, methodologically robust, relevant and not unnecessarily duplicated (54). 737 
Support for stakeholders is also required to ensure they can participate fully, but also as highlighted at 738 
the 2021 GPF, care must be taken to ensure communications around HTA are understandable to all (55). 739 
Early clarification of the role and remit of stakeholders may enhance input and engagement, coupled 740 
with shared practices on training and including stakeholders across jurisdictions (56).  Many patients are 741 
not aware they have a voice until after the technology has come to market; better inclusion of patients 742 
in the development of technologies (identifying unmet needs and addressing what outcomes matter 743 
most to patients) and ensuring that their contributions are appropriately recognized are needed for 744 
robust patient engagement (57), (58).  745 

There are also additional stakeholders that could be considered, such as lawyers (e.g., for patent or anti-746 
trust waivers in certain circumstances), data stewards, registry administrators and citizens representing 747 
a societal perspective (59). In the future, key stakeholders may come from outside health altogether, 748 
with technology stakeholders (such as Google and Amazon) becoming more involved in the delivery of 749 
healthcare. For patients it is important to acknowledge that lifecycle approaches may mean that 750 
patients will have to sometimes wait while sufficient evidence is gathered or that technologies may be 751 
removed from health systems to make way for newer products. Inclusivity of stakeholders, however, 752 
can be met with hesitancy if the processes are unclear or previous outcomes have been deemed 753 
unfavorable; trust and confidentiality are therefore required to facilitate participation (60). Many health 754 
systems are very complex or decentralized with multiple invested stakeholders (61). This can result in 755 
resourcing constraints, additional time required and the need to carefully consider conflicts of interest 756 
(perceived or actual).  There may also be a requirement for advanced skills in synthesizing numerous 757 
perspectives and data sources.  758 

Transparency and Predictability  759 
Transparency is a key principle for HTA, and there needs to be informal avenues for open discussions 760 
and building trust, through to more formalized opportunities. The Agency of Health Quality and 761 
Assessment of Catalonia (AQuAS) have set up an agreement on what is deemed confidential and the 762 

https://www.assessproject.org/
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discussions are guided by an ethical code that manufacturers sign up to. However, there is an 763 
abundance of caution in many countries, particularly those with less mature HTA systems, about 764 
perceived conflicts of interest and preferential treatment of manufacturers with whom you have the 765 
best working relationships.  766 

There are clear challenges regarding anti-competition laws and commercially sensitive issues that make 767 
disclosing pricing agreements difficult, but it may be easier to come to agreement on disclosure of 768 
clinical data. This is an area that has not been explored by many HTA agencies to date; often the time to 769 
listing is the priority (with as close to product launch as possible determined in many jurisdictions); this 770 
will necessarily come at the detriment to being able to disclose and publish clinical data (which is likely 771 
still academic-in-confidence). In Australia however, the Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 772 
(PBAC) have recently announced that clinical data submitted to and relied on by PBAC will not be 773 
redacted in public documents unless limited criteria are met. Other examples of transparency are in 774 
Germany where core elements of trials are agreed upon and published on the website (however data in 775 
study reports remains confidential).  776 

Summary of Key Challenges and Opportunities  777 
The key issues highlighted by the literature review, stakeholder interviews and previous GPF discussions 778 
relevant to a lifecycle approach to HTA are summarised in Table 4 below.  779 

Table 4-Summary of key challenges and opportunities related to a lifecycle approach to HTA  780 

Thematic Area Key Policy Issues    Possible opportunities  
Collaboration  -Resource constraints  

-Confidentiality concerns  
-Different jurisdictional contexts and 
remits   

-Can collaboration be effectively targeted 
for priority areas and/or for technologies 
with multiple indications? 
-Monitor ongoing collaborations and share 
lessons learnt   

Data 
Generation  

-Assessing the quality of RWD  
-Ensuring the data are fit to answer 
the research questions  
-Ability to link and share data, 
particularly on rarer diseases (note 
privacy concerns)  
-Data generation and monitoring is 
administratively burdensome  

-How can the data lakes and linkage 
projects/learnings from COVID be 
maximized? 
-Methodological advances 
-CORE outcome sets  
-Leveraging existing datasets and 
enhancements for quality 

Frameworks  -Consensus building is challenging 
-Flexibility is often paramount  

-Stronger role for independent not-for-
profits in developing frameworks? 

Resourcing  -Funding all lifecycle activities is not 
possible 
-HTA agencies often have to prioritize 
new technologies, close to launch  
-Skills and staff shortages  

-‘Crowdsourcing’; i.e. using the public to 
update models  
-Exploration of industry funding (and 
management of conflicts of interest ) 
-Explore public funding sources  

Stakeholder 
Engagement  

-Conflicts of interest (perceived or 
actual)  
-Burden on patients, clinicians to 
participate (and value for them) 
-Synthesising multiple viewpoints 

-Increased communication between all 
stakeholders  
-Use of integrated knowledge translation 
frameworks and approaches  
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-Negative connotations of 
disinvestment  

Transparency  -Commercial sensitivities from 
manufacturer perspective leading to 
limited data in public domain 
-Firewalls between advice and 
assessment teams (resource intensive)  
-Privacy concerns from patients  

-Share data/patient input across disease 
areas (not specific technologies; develop 
FAQs) 
-Develop ethical codes of practice  

 781 

Two case studies are outlined in the Appendix to provide further context to the key issues highlighted. 782 
The first is of the treatments for Alzheimer’s Disease and the challenges experienced in older HTAs, as 783 
well as the current debate around the recently-approved drug aducanumab. The second is of advanced 784 
therapy medicinal products (ATMPs) with a focus on the possible impact on complementary evidence 785 
collected pre-assessment, dynamic pricing, post-assessment monitoring, and other lifecycle activities in 786 
HTA. 787 
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Appendix  793 

HTAi Annual Meeting 2022; Plenary Descriptions.  794 
Plenary One 795 

Adopting a Lifecycle Approach in HTA: Consequences for Priority-Setting and International Collaboration 796 

HTA has recently been defined as 797 

“a multidisciplinary process that uses explicit methods to determine the value of a health technology at 798 
different points in its lifecycle. The purpose is to inform decision-making in order to promote an 799 
equitable, efficient, and high-quality health system” (O’Rourke, Oortwijn and Schuller, Int J Technol 800 
Assess Health Care 2020; 36: 187 – 190). 801 

Adopting such a lifecycle approach in HTA has a number of potentially far-reaching consequences. 802 
Rather than a one-off exercise to critically appraise and synthesize the best available evidence to 803 
support market access and coverage decisions, it involves several tasks and requirements which 804 
continuously need attention. Central, but not exclusive, is the careful monitoring of novel technological 805 
developments, the anticipation of their potential impact, and keeping track of their evolution, especially 806 
in terms of gaining or losing value as the result of (parallel) technological, epidemiological, economic, 807 
organizational and cultural developments. Hence, rather than focusing on individual technologies, a 808 
health system’s perspective will be needed. Consistent consideration of the lifecycle will change the way 809 
research and policy interact and inform each other and affect the tasks of HTA agencies, both 810 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Diversification of methods will be needed, as well as a re-thinking of 811 
what constitute relevant data and how these may be obtained (e.g., is organizing continuous data 812 
collection combined with AI-supported analysis the key?). Appropriate scientific development and 813 
capacity building will be required and, because of an increased workload for HTA agencies, setting 814 
priorities and international collaboration and coordination will be needed more urgently. What could be 815 
the best path to follow winding through these challenges and opportunities associated with the 816 
adoption of lifecycle approach in HTA? Do adequate priority-setting and international collaboration and 817 
coordination help? This plenary will try to find out. 818 

Plenary Two 819 

Public Confidence in Healthcare Decision-Making 820 

The legitimacy of healthcare decision-making has never been so fiercely debated as in the COVID19 821 
pandemic. The pandemic has highlighted significant differences between public worldviews, including 822 
populations who are skeptical of science and distrust governments and health systems. Within this 823 
climate, HTA depends on public confidence for its funding and the implementation of its 824 
recommendations or advice. For its credibility and legitimacy, its processes should be seen as fair and 825 
transparent. But HTA is typically only seen by a small subsection of the population who have an interest 826 
in its assessments. Even among the many stakeholders who may experience consequences from HTAs, 827 
the process may not be visible resulting in misunderstandings or distrust about whose interests and 828 
values are being considered or prioritized. 829 

Integrating stakeholders’ perspectives in HTA – either through evidence or participation – may play a 830 
role in improving public confidence in HTA by fostering openness and transparency and increasing the 831 
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relevance of HTA recommendations by ensuring they are informed by stakeholders. Despite many years 832 
of research to develop the field, in most jurisdictions its use and impact in HTA is unclear, and its 833 
relationship to scientific rigor is unresolved. The task remains challenging. How should stakeholders’ 834 
perspectives be integrated transparently? How can competing needs and claims be managed? Which 835 
types of stakeholders are not included and what are the consequences of this lack of inclusivity? What 836 
does public confidence look like, how should it be measured and to what extent can it be achieved?  837 

A lifecycle approach promises opportunities to address the disconnect between stakeholders, but may 838 
also increase the number and diversity of stakeholders and their perspectives as HTA collaboration 839 
crosses jurisdictions and assesses and reassesses value in different settings and cultures. Amongst this 840 
potentially increased diversity of world views, can shared values be found to support public confidence? 841 
What processes can support the continuous dialogue imagined among stakeholders in a lifecycle 842 
approach? Will processes to integrate stakeholder perspectives support wider confidence in procedural 843 
justice? Who will agree the priorities? How will power differences be managed? 844 

Since its conception, HTA has invested heavily in developing robust processes that can stand the test of 845 
scientific scrutiny and peer review. But the pandemic has highlighted that scientific rigor is not 846 
synonymous with public confidence. Elements of the public, including some stakeholders, may have no 847 
awareness or connection to the scientific principles, processes, methods and institutions esteemed in 848 
the HTA community. HTA may be able to determine the value of health technologies from pre-market 849 
approval to disinvestment, but can it find the shared values necessary to foster and maintain public 850 
confidence? 851 

This plenary will explore the nature of public confidence and how it might influence how we 852 
reconceptualize HTA’s place in the lifecycle and our societies. It will elicit different stakeholders’ 853 
experiences of integrating perspectives in HTA and challenge the community to take a critical view of 854 
HTA’s contribution to public confidence in health and science. 855 

Plenary Three 856 

Running Around in Circles; Time for Real Collaboration between Regulators, HTA Bodies and Clinicians. 857 

Regulators, HTA bodies/payers but also clinicians and their guideline organizations, may provide 858 
recommendations regarding (cost-)effectiveness of health technologies that have a large influence on 859 
the access to these technologies. Their recommendations may not always closely align which might lead 860 
to hampered and delayed access to these health technologies and uncertainty for patients. However, 861 
the remit of those organizations may vary to a large extent over the lifecycle of a health technology. To 862 
what extent do we wish for more alignment of their recommendations, for instance, if the same data 863 
are used to evaluate clinical effectiveness? Or do we value the different roles of those stakeholders to 864 
ensure a cautious balance between quality, affordability, and accessibility of healthcare? How do 865 
innovators that develop new health technologies experience these different roles of those stakeholders 866 
and see their differences as barriers or enablers for their innovations to come to patients?  867 

This plenary will also include a discussion on the role of clinical practice data to improve our knowledge 868 
on the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of health technologies, such as pharmaceuticals, medical 869 
devices, and digital health (including AI) and how different types of data and evidence can be efficiently 870 
collected, used, and shared between those stakeholders at the different stages of the lifecycle. In the 871 
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plenary, specific disease areas in which the collaboration on the collection and analyzing of data may be 872 
flourishing such as cardiology, oncology (ATMPs such as CAR-T) and rare diseases, maybe highlighted. 873 
Further, emphasis may be placed on therapies approved through accelerated regulatory processes or 874 
with coverage with evidence development requirements. 875 

The following topics will be specifically addressed in the plenary: 876 

How are different types of effectiveness evidence perceived by regulators, HTA bodies/payers and 877 
clinicians over the lifecycle of health technologies?  878 

What are experiences in terms of interaction between regulators, HTA bodies/payers and clinicians and 879 
how could these be implemented for different types of health technologies such as medical devices and 880 
pharmaceuticals?  881 

How do other stakeholders such as innovators and patients perceive this interaction between 882 
regulators, HTA bodies/payers and clinicians, what is in it for them in different settings around the 883 
globe? 884 

This third plenary will explore the impact of regulators, HTA bodies and clinicians on the quality and 885 
efficiency of healthcare by focusing on their clearly laid out roles, their interaction and alignment of 886 
their processes. It will use the experiences of innovators and patients to assess this impact and the 887 
interaction of these regulators, HTA bodies and clinicians. 888 

 889 

 890 

 891 

  892 



Lifecycle Activities Currently Conducted by HTA Bodies and Supporting Organizations 
HTA Body, 
country 
(focus)   

Horizon 
Scanning  

Early Advice (+/- 
regulators)  

Monitoring (including 
MEAs)  

Reassessments  Disinvestment  Comments  

AIFA, Italy, 
(pharma)  

Yes – horizon 
scanning office 
within the 
regulatory 
approval 
department. 
They collect 
information fro
m the 
authorization 
process and 
other sources. 
Knowledge 
about new 
drugs (not full 
reports) can be 
shared within 
AIFA easily 
without 
confidentiality 
concerns.  

AIFA were one of 
the first European 
agencies to 
conduct HTA 
joint scientific 
advice with the 
EMA in 2010 
however national 
HTA 
activities have 
stopped since 
COVID. Scoping 
phase on 
optimising the 
evidence dossier 
with 
manufacturer 
introduced by law 
in 2020 (not yet 
implemented).  
 

A monitoring registry 
system is in place for 
any technologies that 
have clinical or 
financial uncertainty 
surrounding their 
usage.  
Manufacturers 
participate in the 
registries for a fee.  

AIFA and the 
manufacturer agree 
on conditions of 
usage which is valid 
for 24 months 
(shorter by 
exception). 
Reviews conducted 
periodically, in 
particular for drugs 
with MEA in place or 
that are on the 
monitoring registry 
system.  

Optimization 
rather than 
disinvestment 
(though have 
had some 
examples of 
disinvestment 
due to poor 
efficacy).  

AIFA has adopted a lifecycle 
approach since it was founded in 
2004. AIFA is responsible for all 
pharmaceuticals for human 
use in the Italian health system; 
this includes regulatory authority 
in Italy, HTA through to post-HTA 
monitoring. There is a link 
between regulation and HTA with 
the 
same clinical experts responsible 
for the regulatory dossier and the 
clinical components of the HTA. 
 

CADTH, 
Canada 
(pharma 
and 
devices)  

The CADTH 
horizon 
scanning 
program 
identifies new 
and emerging 
health 
technologies 

Yes – CADTH has 
offered early 
scientific advice 
services on study 
design since 
2015. Service 
offerings include 
CADTH-only 

CADTH is positioning 
itself to launch a post-
marketing drug 
evaluation program with 
a pan-Canadian data 
network for Sept 2022. 
The network will respond 
to queries by generating 

Medical Devices: 

Both proactive and 
reactive 
reassessments are 
conducted. Topics 
are prioritized if 
there is pan 
Canadian potential 

Medical Devices: 

Yes, with a focus 
on optimization 
rather than 
disinvestment. 
Disinvestment is 
passive, through 
recommendations 

CADTH formally adopted a 
lifecycle approach to HTA as one 
of the three pillars in its 
strategic plan for 2019-2021 
This included a commitment to 
initiatives across the health 
technology life cycle that will 
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likely to have a 
significant 
impact on 
health care in 
Canada. 
CADTH scans 
and monitors 
various health 
information 
sources to 
identify 
promising 
technologies – 
devices, 
procedures, 
diagnostics, 
and other 
health 
interventions – 
that are within 
one to 
three years 
from being 
licensed in 
Canada or in 
the early days 
of use in 
Canada.  

advice or parallel 
scientific advice 
with Health 
Canada or with 
NICE. 

evidence for federal and 
provincial decision 
makers. CADTH also has 
an active drug HTA 
program which responds 
to jurisdictional queries 
and examining topics 
such as comparative 
clinical 
effectiveness, utilization, 
and health policy 

for impact and 
ability to influence 
patient important 
outcomes, and/or 
equitable access to 
care. 

Drugs: CADTH has a 
suite of 
reassessment 
processes that are 
tailored to address 
the complexity of 
the decision 
problem: (1) single 
drug reassessments 
evaluate potential 
changes to 
reimbursement 
criteria based on 
new evidence 
and/or changes in 
contextual factors; 
and (2) multiple 
drug reviews are 
undertaken when 
there is a need to 
reassess the place 
in therapy and/or 
reimbursement 
criteria based on 
new comparative 

to enhance 
uptake of other 
comparable 
technologies. 

Drugs: A 
recommendation 
to disinvest is one 
potential 
outcome of the 
CADTH 
reassessment 
processes. 
Renegotiation of 
reimbursement 
criteria would be 
a more common 
result of the 
reassessment 
process. 

 

improve access, appropriate 
use, and affordability. 
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effectiveness and 
cost-effectiveness 
information. 

 

HIQA, 
Ireland 
(devices)  

Topics are 
suggested 
annually by the 
Department of 
Health and the 
Health Service 
Executive 
(national health 
and social care 
provider). 
Scoping 
documents are 
developed and 
topics 
prioritized 
informed by 
advice from a 
prioritization 
group which 
includes policy, 
service and 
patient 
representation, 
Topics may be 
prioritized for 
either full or 
rapid HTA.  
 

Planning to do 
some early 
engagement type 
activities next 
year with the 
Department of 
Health to better 
educate policy 
makers about the 
process and 
benefits of HTA.  
 

No.  Conducts follow-up 
HTA where the 
population may 
warrant expansion 
(for example where 
an age bracket for 
cancer screening is 
widened).  
 

Disinvestment is 
passive; 
typically 
technologies are 
naturally 
phased out as 
they are 
superseded by 
new 
technologies.  

HIQA assess non-
pharmaceuticals, including 
vaccines, surgical procedures and 
public health programs (including 
programs that have ethical and 
organisational 
implications).Medicines may be 
included e.g. review of smoking 
cessation interventions; HTAs for 
reimbursement decision making 
are not undertaken by HIQA. 
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National 
Centre for 
Pharmacoe
conomics 
(NCPE), 
Ireland 
(drugs)  

Yes - acts 
mainly as work 
planning 
function. 

The NCPE have a 
face-to-face 
meeting with drug 
manufacturers 
before they 
submit evidence 
dossier to explain 
what they would 
like to see 
presented.  

Use of drugs is 
monitored by the 
Medicines 
Management Centre 
(a linked, but 
separate, team) and 
may issue refined 
guidance on best 
usage. MEAs are not 
common in Ireland. 

This may happen if 
the company wishes 
to submit new 
evidence.   

Disinvestment is 
passive; 
typically 
technologies are 
naturally 
phased out as 
they are 
superseded by 
new 
technologies.  

Pharmaceuticals, and 
occasionally vaccines and 
diagnostics are considered by the 
National Centre for 
Pharmacoeconomics for 
reimbursement. Both the NCPE 
and HIQA work closely together.  

Scottish 
Health 
Technologie
s Group 
(SHTG), 
health 
Improveme
nt Scotland 
(HIS), 
Scotland, 
UK 
(devices)  
 

Not routinely – 
SHTG used to 
undertake a 
horizon 
scanning 
function, but 
less so now and 
relies on 
partnership 
working in 
Scotland to 
identify key 
technologies.   

Yes, SHTG is 
involved in the 
IDAP pilot with 
NICE, Wales and 
MHRA. SHTG 
produces 
innovation 
overviews, and 
seeking to move 
further into the 
‘early HTA advice’ 
stage of the 
pathway. 

No – currently 
seeking to explore the 
utilization of Scottish 
patient data for 
monitoring.   

Not routinely (see 
also the comments). 
There are a few 
examples where 
devices have been 
looked at more than 
once (e.g. TAVI) 

Not routinely 
(see comments) 

SHTG is a small team and so 
relies on a referral process to 
consider topics on a case-by-case 
basis and according to priorities 
in Scotland. The process is open 
to reassessments and 
disinvestment-related questions 
which are considered alongside 
competing priorities.  
 
SHTG has developed a process 
for adapting HTA guidance to 
reduce the burden of evidence 
gathering.   

Scottish 
Medicines 
Consortium 
(SMC), 
Healthcare 
Improveme
nt Scotland, 
Scotland, 
UK 
(pharma) 

Yes; SMC have 
conducted 
horizon 
scanning for 
many years 
(member of UK 
PharmaScan) 

Yes- partner in the 
ILAP with NICE, 
Wales and the 
MHRA.   
 

Not typically; once 
advice issued then 
SMC do not monitor 
or re-visit. For 
medicines in the 
ultra-orphan 
pathway, SMC makes 
an initial assessment 
then there is use 
within the system 

Reassessments will 
take place for 
medicines in the 
ultra-orphan 
pathway and or 
medicines accepted 
using the interim 
acceptance decision 
option (conditional 
marketing 

No  As above  
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with a 3-year data 
collection plan.  

authorization or 
ILAP/EAMS). 
Medicines not 
recommended by 
SMC can resubmit 
for reassessment.  

Health 
Interventio
n and 
Technology 
Assessment 
Program 
(HITAP), 
Thailand 
(drugs, 
devices and 
public 
health)  

No- all topics to 
be evaluated by 
HITAP are 
nominated by 
relevant 
stakeholders 
through a 
systematic and 
transparent 
process 
organised by 
decision making 
bodies such as 
the national 
drug committee 
or the Universal 
Health 
Coverage (UHC) 
benefit package 
committee. 

HITAP is working 
with Thailand 
Science Research 
and Innovation 
(which manages 
all public research 
budgets) to set 
priority for health 
R&D using early 
HTA.  
 
HITAP gives advice 
to the Thai FDA 
upon request on 
product 
registration (the 
past examples 
include HPV 
vaccines, HIV oral 
test). 

HITAP conducts real-
world safety and 
effectiveness studies 
for products 
conditionally 
approved to be part 
of the Thai UHC 
benefit package using 
HTA (approval with 
evidence 
development 
condition). See 
example 
https://pubmed.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/3006986
4/ 
https://pubmed.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/3092235
0/ 

HITAP carry out 
reassessment of 
products with good 
potential (to be part 
of the public health 
plan) but not be 
approved for 
reimbursement. 
However, there is no 
formal criterion for 
reassessment. 
Relevant 
stakeholders can 
submit the topics for 
reassessment 
through the process 
mentioned in the 
first column 

Disinvestment is 
always part of 
HTA conducted 
by HITAP. Most 
recommendatio
ns on new 
technologies 
will offer 
recommendatio
ns on whether 
to disinvest in 
the 
current/existing 
technology/inte
rvention. There 
are a few 
studies focusing 
on 
disinvestment in 
the past.  

HITAP has adopted a lifecycle 
approach since it was founded in 
2007 with the more emphasis on 
the late stage of technology 
lifecycle i.e. policy 
implementation at the beginning 
of HITAP’s establishment and 
now moving toward the 
beginning of technology lifecycle 
i.e. early HTA. This is partly 
because the Thai government is 
investing on health R&D. 
Moreover, HITAP is supporting 
HTA capacity building for other 
LIMCs and that our approach 
may influence other HTA systems 
in the region (see example 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
/29333249/. 
 

Health 
Technology 
Wales 
(HTW), 
Wales, UK 
(non-
pharma) 

Yes – early 
identification of 
technologies is 
within the remit 
of HTW. Co-
located with 
and works 
closely with 

Yes – involved in 
IDAP with NICE, 
Scotland and 
MHRA. Offers a 
scientific advice 
service to 
technology 
developers to 

Yes – status of 
guidance is “adopt or 
justify” with an 
expectation that the 
guidance is 
implemented. An 
annual adoption audit 
is undertaken on 

Yes – review of 
extant guidance 
every 3 years with 
reassessment 
undertaken if 
requested and if new 
evidence is available 
that is likely to 

In remit 
however no 
explicit 
disinvestment 
topics 
undertaken to 
date. Currently 
exploring 

HTW was established in 2017 to 
provide a strategic and nationally 
coordinated approach for the  
identification, appraisal and 
adoption of medical technologies 
across Wales.  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30069864/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30069864/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30069864/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30922350/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30922350/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30922350/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29333249/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29333249/
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Welsh life 
sciences 
industry and 
associations. 
HTW also 
accesses the GB 
wide 
HealthTech 
Connect 
platform 
www.healthtec
hconnect.org.uk 
that encourages 
innovators to 
register their 
products and 
receive support 
from GB HTA 
agencies.    
 

assist them to 
develop their 
value propositions 
and evidence case 
for adoption.  

agreed metrics with 
each local health 
board (n=7) with 
results reported to 
the Minister of 
Health.  
 

materially alter the 
national guidance  

potential for a 
disinvestment 
call in 
partnership 
with key bodies 
– e.g. the Welsh 
Value in Health 
Centre.   

Institute for 
Clinical and 
Economic 
Review 
(ICER), 
United 
States 
(drugs and 
devices) 

Yes – have two 
staff members 
that conduct 
horizon 
scanning and 
ICER conduct 
internal 
meetings for 
topic selection 
and broader 
horizon 
scanning. 

No, but have 
developed guides 
for manufacturers 
available online  

Yes, and have ICER 
analytics that enable 
members of the 
public to make 
changes to economic 
models based on 
updated 
pricing/treatment 
effects 
 

“Lean team” 
involved in HTR; the 
primary focus of ICER 
is to influence 
technology pricing at 
the time of product 
launch 

Active 
disinvestment 
not undertaken, 
though 
opportunities 
during scoping  
for stakeholders 
to comment on 
areas for 
disinvestment 
that could be 
included as part 
of the normal 

Given the role and remit of ICER 
and the American health system, 
there are currently limited 
opportunities for ICER to conduct 
lifecycle activities (particularly 
from a resourcing perspective). 
The team are looking for ways in 
which some of these activities 
may be possible in a “crowd-
sourced” model with academia 
and the public.  

http://www.healthtechconnect.org.uk/
http://www.healthtechconnect.org.uk/
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assessment 
process.  

IQWIG, 
Germany 
(pharma 
and non-
pharma) 

IQWiG has no 
role in horizon 
scanning (some 
of this is done 
by the G-BA) 

IQWiG has no role 
in scientific advice 
(this is done by 
the G-BA) 

i) Comparative 
observational data 
collection by the 
manufacturer can be 
mandated for specific 
drugs (orphan drugs 
and those with con-
ditional approval or 
approval under 
exceptional 
circumstances). 
ii) Trials on non-drug 
interventions can be 
publicly funded to 
answer key research 
questions post HTA 
(“testing trials”). 

Re-assessment when 
i) data collection on 
drug or ii) trial on 
non-drug 
intervention is 
completed. 

No (but 
candidate topics 
may be selected 
by the G-BA); by 
law need active 
evidence that 
the treatment is 
not working 
and/or harmful. 
This would likely 
necessitate a 
trial to prove 
this which 
would not be 
considered 
ethical.  

Involve patients from the 
beginning of the HTA; very few 
exceptions due to commercial 
sensitivities, e.g. when assessing 
manufacturers’ applications for 
“testing trials” 

MAHTAS, 
Malaysia 
(pharma)   

Yes; have been 
conducting 
horizon 
scanning since 
2014 (pilot) and 
launched 2017. 
Priority is local 
innovation and 
to identify 
expensive 
technologies.  

New “sandbox” 
for emerging 
technologies; 
facilitate 
regulatory 
approval. Not 
large scale advice 
with 
manufacturers; 
case-by-case basis 
on request from 
manufacturer or 
researcher.  

Monitoring of uptake 
and MEA is done by 
the Pharma Services 
Division (a separate 
unit within the 
Department of 
Health)  

Conduct 
reassessment if 
requested by 
clinicians or policy 
makers; the 
pharmacovigilance 
monitoring data 
collected by the 
Pharmaceutical 
Regulatory Agency 
will be reviewed.  

Currently 
strengthening 
the 
reassessment 
team and plan 
to explore 
active 
disinvestment in 
the near future  

MAHTAS also develop clinical 
practice guidelines that contain 
“do not do” recommendations. 
Patients not typically involve ed 
in the pre-assessment activities; 
clinicians and health system and 
payers are.  
 
Patients are involved at the HTA 
and clinical guideline 
development stages.  
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National 
Evidence-
based 
Healthcare 
Collaboratin
g Agency 
(NECA), 
South Korea 
(Medical 
procedures 
with 
devices and 
pharma, 
clinical 
guidelines) 

Yes – member 
of EuroScan 
since 2013; new 
“special track” 
HTA process for 
innovative 
devices and 
procedures and 
horizon 
scanning is now 
linked to this 
too.   

Yes – Early advice 
between NECA, 
Korean FDA and 
HIRA (payers) for 
device 
manufacturers. 
Companies 
choose if they 
take the advice. 

NHIS (insurer) and 
HIRA (review & 
assessment agency) 
do manage RSA for 
pharmaceuticals. 
Ongoing discussion 
about RWD/RWE for 
NHI decision making 
in HIRA.  Support 
evidence 
development through 
CER with public 
funding if there is a 
clinical unmet need. 

HTR program has 
been tried for 
several medical 
procedures in 
National Health 
Insurance.    There is 
a process for 
assessing 
“preliminary 
coverage” between 
NECA-HIRA; a kind of 
Coverage with 
Evidence 
Development 
approach. 

No Korean FDA want to set up more 
proactive post-marketing 
surveillance with RWE in 
collaboration with academia 
(CDMs are under development). 
National insurance have claims 
(utilisation) data; not as much 
data on patient outcomes. A trial 
is underway to build up national 
health data system (My 
healthway) connect clinical data 
with claims data but are working 
through privacy concerns. 

National 
Institute for 
Health and 
Care 
Excellence 
(NICE), 
England 
(pharma 
and 
devices) 

Yes – NICE 
works with the 
NIHR 
Innovation 
Observatory, is 
a member of UK 
PharmaScan 
and has 
Healthtech 
Connect for 
devices. 

Yes – NICE has 
offered scientific 
advice services 
since 2010.  
Services include 
joint scientific 
advice with 
partners including 
the UK MHRA and 
other HTA 
agencies.  

Yes – working with 
the NHS, NICE 
monitors MEA 
activities for several 
products, including 
those in the Cancer 
Drugs Fund. Similar 
activities are 
expected in the 
anticipated 
Innovative Medicines 
Fund.   

Yes – NICE prioritizes 
reassessment where 
there is a likelihood 
of new clinical 
and/or economic 
evidence changing 
the 
recommendations.   

No  As a partner in the UK ILAP, 
lifecycle activities are likely to 
become more important to NICE.  

Pharmaceut
ical Benefits 
Advisory 
Committee 
(PBAC)/Me
dicare 
Services 

Yes – but 
currently not 
done in a 
systematic way.  

Yes, but advice 
given to 
applicants largely 
at the pre-
submission stage 
(rather than study 
design phase). 

Yes – listings on the 
pharmaceutical 
benefits scheme (PBS) 
and Medicare 
Benefits Schedule 
(MBS) are routinely 
monitored for actual 

Yes. There is a formal 
“post-market 
review” process for 
all listings. The main 
drivers for 
reassessments are 
the committee 

Technologies 
can be 
disinvested if 
this is 
determined by 
reassessments.   

A broad range of technologies 
are considered by the 
committees PBAC and MSAC with 
support from the Department of 
Health.  
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Advisory 
Committee 
(MSAC)/De
partment of 
Health 
(pharma 
and 
devices), 
Australia  

Details for 
applicants are 
available on the 
websites.   

utilization versus 
predicted. Monitoring 
for any other purpose 
is on an as-needs 
basis.  

request and/or 
evidence of differing 
actual utilization 
than was predicted.   

Dental and 
Pharmaceut
ical Benefits 
Agency 
(TLV), 
Sweden 
(drugs)  

Horizon 
Scanning in 
Sweden is made 
by the Regions 
(especially the 
four biggest 
ones). 

Yes (but with 
limited resources) 

Sweden has a number 
of registries and 
national data sets 
used for monitoring.  
MEAs can be found 
between the regions 
and the companies 
but not by TLV. 

HTR has been part of 
TLV’s remit by law 
since 2002. Since 
2010 they are mainly 
done in drug classes 
with more than one 
off patent treatment 
option but still 
without competition. 

No Evidence generation is 
increasingly important for TLV 
and the Swedish regions (payers) 
and can potentially contribute to 
better evidence both at first 
assessment (historical data sets 
etc) and in later phases (RWD 
studies etc) 

The 
National 
Health Care 
Institute 
(ZIN), The 
Netherlands 
(drugs and 
devices) 

Yes; also 
involved in 
European 
horizon 
scanning efforts  

Yes (limited 
numbers) direct 
with 
manufacturer  

A trial of publicly 
funded trials to 
address specific 
research questions is 
underway.  

Yes; used to be time-
based trigger (e.g. 
after 4 years) but 
considering a more 
flexible approach 

No ZIN have stated (not yet public) 
they want to develop lifecycle 
approaches. The responses 
obtained were mainly in relation 
to pharmaceuticals but they are 
actively considering how to apply 
the same principles/activities in 
the devices space. ZIN believe 
that flexibility is critical.  

  



Previous Policy Fora Recommendations/Conclusions  
As mentioned, the GPF have previously considered elements of lifecycle activities during past meetings. 
The key conclusions from relevant GPF meetings conducted since 2007 are included in the Appendix. 
Within this summary, it is clear that many recurrent themes during the lifecycle have been raised (as 
highlighted in the table in yellow). A word cloud of the most commonly repeated terms has been 
generated (see Figure 5)  

 

Figure 4- Word Cloud generated from Key Themes from Previous Policy Fora 

The intention is to not repeat and return to any of these topics in detail during the 2022 GPF discussions 
but for GPF members to draw on these resources as required. 

Table 5- Summary of Previous GPF conclusions 

Topic, Year Key Recommendations/Conclusions suggested (from IJTAHC article) 
Considering and 
Communicating 
Uncertainty in 
HTA   

-Utilisation of a life cycle/HTA management approach helps manage uncertainty 
-Genuine stakeholder input and engagement (and not just consultation) can clarify 
uncertainty 
- Tolerance of risk, the relationship of risk to uncertainty, and the context in which 
uncertainty is considered is critical 
-Transparent and early dialogues could be increased to further reduce the 
uncertainty during HTA 
-Communicating uncertainty in HTA outputs is critical.  

Deliberative 
processes, 2020 

-Transparency; there should be sufficient information and guidance available prior 
to and following the deliberative process to allow any interested person to 
understand the decision and all factors.  
-Inclusivity: committees are composed of enough people so that they have the 
relevant knowledge and skills and character required; the process of selecting 
committee members is clearly described; stakeholders are supported to make 
robust decisions and included; views of stakeholders are genuinely considered and 
responded to; deliberative environment is facilitated to avoid power differences; 
interactions are respectful; deliberations are made as public as possible.   
-Impartiality: All people involved understand role and responsibility; clear 
description of CoI and declaration format; chair manages the discussion to achieve 
equitable input and prevent undue influence of their own opinions   
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Real-world 
evidence, 2019 

-Create a common understanding regarding the types of HTA questions RWE is 
appropriate to answer 
-Develop common data models and quality standards for RWD/RWE  
-require full transparency of stakeholders in the process of generating and 
analyzing RWD  
-increase collaboration with organizations that are capturing and analyzing RWD, 
including groups outside the traditional HTA community and health sector  
-Develop good practice on multi-stakeholder data ownership and management  
-define what data can be shared between HTA agencies and regulators  
-Create a global directory of accredited sources  
-establish an ethical framework for collecting and using RWD  
-develop an international cross-country (governance) framework, sharing PICOTS 
and conducting multi-country pilots  
-define meaningful patient related outcomes to allow replication and cross-
validation  
-promote data collection in clinical settings  
-Engage with relevant stakeholders, especially clinicians and patients  
-develop capacity and methods to analyze RWD and RWE  
-HTA to act as information brokers; create effective collaboration between 
industry, payers and other relevant stakeholders in the development and use of 
RWE   
-HTA community to become influencers; instruct technology developers as to 
what data is needed  

Horizon 
scanning, 2018  

-The end user(s), their needs, the time horizon, purpose and scope of horizon 
scanning needs to be more clearly defined  
-horizon scanning systems need to identify unmet needs in order to drive 
innovation  
-horizon scanning systems should focus on disease and/or care pathways (instead 
of individual technologies)  
-horizon scanning needs to include all relevant stakeholders at an early stage  
-use of smart data systems and international collaboration can improve the 
efficiency of horizon scanning  

Value 
frameworks, 
2017  

-create clarity between what constitutes value of health technology versus values 
of the decision-making process  
-Define the core components of a value framework for assessing the value of a 
health technology, using the HTA Core Model as a starting point  
-Use both quantitative and qualitative methodologies to appropriately address 
different diseases and/or health technologies  
-Value frameworks should adhere to the principles of transparency, predictability, 
broad stakeholder involvement and accountability along with being forward 
looking, explicit and consistent across decisions  
-decision makers have a responsibility to clearly state the rationale and detail 
behind the application of value frameworks to make a decision.  

Changing HTA 
paradigms, 2016 

-Five broad areas of change (engagement, scientific dialogue, research 
prioritization, adaptive approaches, and real world data) were identified.  
-re-thinking scientific dialogue and multi-stakeholder engagement 
-re-thinking value, affordability, and access 
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-Earlier and ongoing engagement to steer the innovation process and help achieve 
appropriate use across the technology lifecycle was perceived as important but 
would be resource intensive and would require priority setting.  
-Patients need to be involved throughout, and particularly at the early stages.  
-Further discussion is needed on the type of body best suited to convening the 
dialogue required.  
-Enhanced horizon scanning could play an important role in preparing for significant 
future investments. 
-Questions remain as to the most appropriate role for HTA bodies.  

Evidence 
production, 
2015  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

-HTA must be independent and objective, but it needs to develop more agile and 
adaptive processes that help to broker alignment among technology developers 
and health systems (including healthcare professionals and patients).  
-HTA needs to innovate and be prepared to play a more active role to influence 
evidence production and help facilitate dialogue among stakeholders to optimize 
technology development and use (HTA 2.0). 
-HTA needs to help facilitate dialogue among stakeholders over the life cycle of 
the technology to develop a shared understanding of evidence requirements to 
demonstrate value and enable rapid decisions about use of technologies. 
-Technology developers can improve dialogue by explaining the scientific 
rationale underpinning the creation of a technology, providing a clear overview 
of information available, and posing clear questions to HTA and coverage 
bodies about future evidence requirements and approaches to value 
determination. 
-Those involved in the wider health system such as patients, clinicians, and 
managers should be encouraged to contribute to this dialogue to help clarify 
unmet needs, quantify risks, determine value, and ensure rapid adoption of 
effective technologies. 
-All stakeholders need to engage in a discussion about the development of this 
new collaborative approach to health innovation. 

Adaptive 
approaches to 
licensing, 2014  

-need to define the goals of and to set priorities for adaptive approaches 
-examine evidence collection approaches; to clarify the roles and responsibilities of 
stakeholders; 
-to understand the implications of adaptive approaches on current legal and ethical 
standards 
-determine costs of such approaches and how they will be met 
-identify differences in applying adaptive approaches to drugs versus medical 
devices.  
-importance of recognizing and including a full range of stakeholders as contributors 
to a shared decision-making model implicit in adaptive pathways in future 
discussions on, and implementation of, adaptive approaches. 

Value-based 
decision making 
and innovation, 
2013 

-development of a general framework for the definition and assessment of value 
-development by HTA/coverage bodies and regulators of disease-specific guidance 
and further joint scientific advice for industry on demonstrating value 
-development of a framework for progressive licensing, usage, and reimbursement 
-promoting work to better adapt HTA, coverage, and procurement approaches to 
medical devices. 
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“Disinvestment”, 
2012 

-Health system leaders, politicians, clinicians, HTA bodies, organizations, and 
experts, and industry should work together to explain to patients and the public the 
importance of reassessment and optimization 
-Health system leaders should: ensure they have processes and incentives in place 
for ongoing reassessment and optimization, with clear and transparent governance 
arrangements and appropriate stakeholder involvement; resource appropriate HTA 
systems; draw on HTA expertise and advice when conducting ad hoc reviews of 
technology use in response to budgetary pressures. 
-HTA systems and bodies should: work with clinicians, patients, the public and 
industry in work to reassess and promote optimization of technologies in routine 
use; Work with decision makers to identify candidate technologies for reassessment 
and optimization using explicit criteria; where possible, anticipate requests for 
advice on technology optimization; strike an appropriate balance between rigor and 
speed, taking account of the specific challenges described above; work with 
decision makers to develop a coherent and robust approach to identifying 
technologies for reassessment 
-HTAi and other international and national HTA organizations should: promote, 
support, and disseminate work to improve methods and tools for reassessment, 
evidence-based decision making and implementation strategies; promote the value 
of HTA across the full technology lifecycle; develop an inventory of practical 
approaches in systems around the world for prioritization, reassessment, decision 
making, and implementation of technology optimization; develop a library of 
reassessment reports and recommendations, optimization decisions, 
implementation strategies, and outcomes from systems around the world. 

Interactions 
between HTA, 
coverage and 
regulatory, 2011 

-Continue Dialogue to Promote Understanding and Interaction 
-Align Scientific Advice on Design of Pre- and Post-market Evaluations (Particularly 
Phase 2, 3, and 4 Studies for Pharmaceuticals) 
-Extend Dialog Better to Address Unmet Need 
-effort must be well directed and focused on the areas of most importance 

Managed Entry 
Agreements, 
2010 

-stakeholder involvement (patients and clinicians), transparency (the final MEA 
should be clearly published), clear description of the basis for review and appeal, 
and assertive leadership, including acceptance of accountability. 
-Collaborative work is needed to improve the evidence that is available; requires 
early engagement on technology development plans and better interaction with 
regulators and payers/providers  

HTA to optimize 
health 
technology 
utilization: using 
implementation 
initiatives and 
monitoring 
processes, 2009  

-Improved technology utilization can be achieved by high quality, relevant, timely 
HTA advice; funding for the technology; coherent decision-making systems; 
professional engagement; sufficient infrastructure; and patient participation. 
-more effective engagement of all stakeholders throughout the HTA process 
-“Intelligent dissemination” needed 
-Monitoring must be scientifically robust, feasible and fundable; “minimum data 
sets” informed by VoI? (greater partnership is needed) 
-HTA requires clear policy receptor functions; more initiatives that drive decision 
maker or provider behaviours 

Harmonization 
of evidence 
requirements, 
2008  

-Harmonization of HTA should not aim to produce a single decision on 
reimbursement and utilization of a technology; harmonizing on clinical evidence 
most potential  
-Transparency is essential 
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Coverage with 
evidence 
development, 
2007 

-Greater collaboration with regulators (divergent evidence requirements)  
-Better inclusion of patient views and data/inputs to CED  



 

Case Studies  
Alzheimer’s Disease  
One example of a disease that embodies many of the issues highlighted within this paper is that of 
Alzheimer’s Disease and the pharmaceutical treatments available. Alzheimer’s Disease is a progressive 
neurodegenerative disorder that causes loss of cognitive function, changes in behavior and interference 
with daily functioning. It is the leading cause of dementia around the world with an estimated 50 million 
cases, placing significant burden on healthcare systems and also the families and carers of people living 
with the disease (62). Alzheimer’s Disease typically has a slow onset and can be challenging to diagnose 
in a timely and accurate manner. Before the early 2000s, the only way to definitely diagnose Alzheimer’s 
Disease was at autopsy, however advances in imaging mean that a formal diagnosis can now be 
obtained with a CT Scan, MRI or PET Scan. However, logistical challenges and limited capacity and access 
to these technologies across the world mean that some people still have a delayed diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s Disease, which may alter treatment effectiveness and determine treatment pathways.  In 
addition, the benefit of advanced screening has been debated, given that available treatments are of 
questionable effectiveness (see below). Horizon scanning efforts and preparing the health system for an 
increase in this type of imaging has been noted as challenging (interview communication).    

In 2006, the drugs donepezil, galantamine, rivastigmine and memantine were licensed for the treatment 
of mild, moderate and severe Alzheimer’s Disease. The HTAs of these drugs were globally controversial, 
with some countries initially recommending that the drugs did not demonstrate clinical effectiveness 
and that they should not be used for mild disease but rather they would only be cost-effective if used 
for moderate disease. Patient groups and the technology manufacturers appealed these 
recommendations. As a result, and as previously mentioned in this paper, efforts were made by the 
Green Park and CMTP to try and set some standards on how progression and outcomes in Alzheimer’s 
Disease should be measured in the future to avoid situations such as this again. However, it appears that 
the concerns remain, and both challenges in outcome measurement and the importance of including 
relevant stakeholders in determining value was reiterated by Bauer et al in 2020 (63), who conducted a 
literature review of Alzheimer’s Disease HTAs in England, Germany and the Netherlands.  The authors 
found that outcomes measured using clinical scales dominated the decision making and did not always 
allow for the inclusion of outcomes relevant to people living with Alzheimer’s Disease or their families 
and carers. Methodological work in this space is ongoing.   

Horizon scanning shows that there are many new technologies in development for Alzheimer’s Disease. 
While there have been a number of other promising technologies, most have not received regulatory 
approval. In June 2021 however, the FDA approved aducanumab (Aduhelm™) for the treatment of 
Alzheimer’s Disease. This is the first drug to receive regulatory approval that works by targeting amyloid 
plaques in the brain that are the underlying cause of the disease.   However, evidence of plaque removal 
was not accompanied by material improvements in cognition or slowing of disease progression.  The 
approval was therefore highly controversial. This has been followed by the US Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services releasing the proposal to cover the FDA-approved treatment through a coverage with 
evidence development model. This means that the drug will only be reimbursed by Medicare if it is 
provided in the context of a qualifying clinical trial. This has also been controversial, and depicts in sharp 
relief the challenges associated with accelerated approvals that carry limited evidence.  Conversely, in 
December 2021, the EMA adopted a negative opinion citing that “although Aduhelm reduces amyloid 
beta in the brain, the link between this effect and clinical improvement has not been established…In 
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addition, the studies did not show the medicine was sufficiently safe as images […] showed 
abnormalities suggestive of swelling or bleeding which could potentially cause harm” Aduhelm: Pending 
EC decision | European Medicines Agency (europa.eu). 

Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMPs); lifecycles of the future  
Advanced Therapy Medicinal Products (ATMPs) are medicines for human use that are based on genes, 
tissues or cells and offer groundbreaking new opportunities for treatment of disease and injury (64). 
ATMPs are classified into three main types: gene therapy medicines; somatic-cell therapy medicines; 
tissue-engineered medicines. In addition, ATMPs may contain one or more medical devices as an 
integral part of the medicine. 

ATMPs have the potential to offer curative or regenerative options for treating diseases that were 
previously incurable and/or required lifelong medical interventions. This has a huge possible value to 
patients and health systems with some “one-shot” style treatments being developed. There are a few 
examples already considered by HTA bodies and the uncertainty created with the relatively small 
studies, lack of control groups, surrogate endpoints, and short-term follow up has proved challenging to 
mitigate. Additional complexities came from the poorly defined subgroups which created 
inconsistencies throughout the world in how the technologies were evaluated. Discrepancies in the 
economic modelling across HTA bodies was noted in a recent review of gene therapy HTAs (65).  

In addition, these therapies typically come with a high price tag; Zolgensma, a gene therapy for use in 
spinal muscular atrophy, is the most expensive drug in the world at $2.1 million USD.  To date, all ATMPs 
considered by HTA bodies have been recommended for use only when a MEA is also in place. The 
challenges with monitoring these and following patients up for a sufficiently long period has been 
highlighted previously (55) and there is a linked increase in use of RWD to support and monitor the use 
of ATMPs in practice that becomes more important as these technologies are introduced. Whether 
these technologies will lose exclusivity and naturally reduce in price, evolve as versions or be displaced 
by new technologies remains to be seen. Dynamic pricing (if feasible) and discounting become key issues 
in the assessment of these technologies.     

The effect of ATMPs on the broader spectrum of the technology lifecycle has yet to be fully determined. 
It is possible that if these technologies offer true innovation and benefits to patients as yet previously 
unseen, they will become the dominant technology type for all diseases they are developed for. This 
may actually simplify the management of diseases with fewer technologies for each disease area. 
Patient variability, choice and ultimate deterioration of ATMP effect must be expected though with a 
continued requirement for more traditional technologies post-ATMP treatment; there will inevitably 
again be challenges in developing evidence bases for these patients who have experience of ATMPs 
followed by other technology types. How individual ATMPs and their lifecycles may evolve over time is 
still to be observed given the relative infancy of these technologies; how and whether health systems 
can disinvest from these technologies over time, and still ensure continued patient care is likely to be a 
challenging issue to tackle.   

 

https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/medicines/human/summaries-opinion/aduhelm
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/medicines/human/summaries-opinion/aduhelm
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